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Absîract
The English Language Arts (ELA) curriculum in Manitoba is divided into six areas:
reading, writing, listening, speaking, viewing and representing. Those elements are important
not only to the language arts, but to al1 areas of subject learning. Being able to read and write,
to interact with ideas and to effectively cornmunicate responses to those ideas is essential to
expenencing success in school. With the importance of written communication being what it is,
instnictors need to offer opportunities for developing and improving the quality of students'
written responses to texts studies. Grade school ELA classes present writing lessons in a vaciety
of ways in efforts to help students clearly present ideas and responses to topics and issues
encountered in the classroom and in their communities. Attempting to discover whether
different instmctional approaches can impact the quality of writing is what this study is about.

By examining the effects of (1) a "traditional", teacher-centered approach to instruction, (2) a
writing response approach to instruction, and (3) a combination of student talking and writing
approach to instruction.
An expository essay was the evaluative instrument used for this study. Before the
commencement of any instmction, al1 the subjects wrote a pre-test essay to serve as the
cornparison for later tests. Three thematic units (nature, stand up for your beliefs, death) were
designed to be taught using the three instructional approaches identified above. Each unit was
taught to hvo Senior Four ELA classes, using a different instructional approach. The
instructional units lasted for a three-week period and were completed by the students writing an
expository essay test. Al1 the essays were evaluated for quality in four areas: content,
organization, style and mechanics. The results of the pre-test and the three

tests were then

anaIyzed for differences in writing quality,
T a k n g and writing was the most effective instructional approach for improving the
quality of students written response. For content, students achieved a significant effect size of

g = S625 (p = -001). While content was the only significant main effect, students also showed
improvement with effects of g = .3208 for organization, g = .l9 18 for style, and g = .O526 for
mechanics, The traditional instructional approach achieved the second rnost effective results
with scores of g = .3594for content, g = -.1321 for organization, g = .O959 for style and
g = 2633 for mechanics. In a surprise deviation fiom the expectations based on the Iiterature

review, the process witing approach had the least favourable results with results of g = 4563
in content, g = -2453 for organization, g = -.O822 for style, and g = .O92 1 for rnechanics.
This research study supports previous research that suggests that ELA instnictors
should plan to incorporate instructional approaches that allow students to actively participate in
talking and writing activities in order to better develop their writing and presentational skills.
There is a pIace for some direct instruction, depending on the specific instructional objectives,
but students rnust be included in making choices in the classroom. Students who are a1Iowed to
ôctively participate in determining meaning of texts and how to respond to the ideas and issues
raised by those texts show improved levels of performance in their witten responses.
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Chapter One - Introduction
Orientation to the Problem
The English Language Arts (ELA) curriculum in Manitoba is divided into
six areas: reading, writing, Listening, speaking, viewing and representing. The
elements of reading and writing are important not o d y to the language arts, but to
al1 areas of subject Iearning. Being able to read and write, to interact with ideas
and to effectively communicate responses to those ideas is essential to
experiencing success in school, and arguably, beyond those years as well. With
the importance of written communication being what it is, instructors need to
oî'fer opportunities for developing and improving the quality of students' written
responses. Grade school ELA classes present writing lessons in a variety of ways
in efforts to help students clearly present ideas and responses to topics and issues
encountered in the classroom and in their communities. By examining the effects
of (1) a ''traditionai" approach to instruction, (2) a writing response approach, and
(3) a combination of student taiking and writing, this study will attempt to
discover whether different teaching methodologies can impact the quality of
witing is what this study is about.
There are many factors that influence how and what students learn in their
classes. Among those factors are the teaching approaches instnictors choose to
use and the types of assignments created. There was a time when teachers, using

---
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refer to that as the "traditionai" method of delivery. During that t h e , it was
beiieved that the tcacher possessed ail the knowledge and skills deemed necessary
for a student's education. Teachers delivered that knowiedge to their classes
using a specific, direct method and then evaluated whether or not the students
could recall those lessons. Lectures on important ideas and issues and teacher-led
question and answer routines were intended to bring students up to acceptabIe
levels of academic achievement. Over the last few years there has been a group
of vocal advocates for a " r e m to basics", believing that education as it was, was
superior to education as it is. This back-to-basics movement prompts the need for

a re-examination of the instructional approaches used in the traditional mode1 and
whether or not such a mode1 is instrumenta1 in improving the quality (when
quality is rneasured by content, organization, style and mechanics) of students'
writing more effectiveiy than recent theoretically-based approaches to writing
instruction.
Wnting across subject areas serves as a tool for learning in d l areas of
C U ~ C U and
~ U Iife
~ (Langer & Applebee,

1987). FoIlowing that tine of reasoning

leads to the second instructional approach investigated in this study in which the
roles of the teacher and student significantly change. In being asked to respond in
writing, students become much more involved in identi*ng

ideas, determining

issues, and deciding how and what to write about. Students respond in writhg to
al1 of the textual materials encountered. Their writing will range h m fiee
writing in joumals to creating newspaper-styIe articles and editods. For fiee
writing there is no direction as to fonn and content as none is specScdiy

required, Free writing is simply a way to get students to express their thoughts
and respond to ideas. For newspaper-style writing and essays, however, very
clear, step-by-step instruction in the form of heuristics must be provided.
Heuristics provide a detailed organizational plan or guide for students to follow
while writing. The heuristic directs student thinking regarding what content to
include as well as defining the form and structure that their writing should take.
This approach to writing instruction does provide some very direct teacher-guided
instruction but allows students to generate theù own ideas and develop the style
within which they will present those ideas. It is one of the purposes of this study
to determine whether or not an approach to instruction that adds a writing
cornponent increases knowledge of the topic as we1I as the quality of written
responses.
The third instructional approach being studied attempts to follow Hillocks'
rnethods of instruction. Hillocks (1986) defuies inquiry instruction as "presenting
students with sets of data and then initiating activities designed to help them
develop skiIls or strategies for dealing with the data in order to Say or write
something about it" (p.211). Hillocks concept of inquiry also places the student at
the center of the questionhg and writing process. Students interact with the texts
provided to develop their own set of important data. Then they dialogue and
write together, creating their own texts to reflect what they are Iearning. Barnes
(1995) also imites about the value of conversation in the classroom. When
students are encouraged and supported while participating in classroom
conversations. they pick up on sipals regardine what they should be Iearning.

This third and final instructional approach moves into very different areas of
delivery than either of the first two. T a k g and questioning to explore ideas as
well as writing to l e m is ernphasized. As a result, students have a greater voice
and play a role in deciding what information is usefiil and how they can work
with it. The direction they are given by the insûuctor involves responding to
questions and clarieng issues. Strategies for presenting their ideas in letters, an
essay or a newspaper article format are aIso developed.
These three instructional approaches will be employed over three thematic
units delivered over the course of three weeks per unit. Each of the thematic units

- nature, standing up for your beliefs and death - will be instructed using two of
the approaches. Upon completion of al1 three instructional methods, 1will
attempt to determine whether the quality of students' written responses irnprove
with instruction, in any fom. Then 1wiU compare the results to determine
whether one instructional approach is more effective than the others in improving
the quality of students' written response,
1have taught for over fifieen years, covering the spectrum in grade levels

(four to 12) and subject areas (health, science, mathematics, business, geography,
hïstory, guidance, English) for which 1was responsible. Throughout my years of
teaching, high school English classes have been the favourite part of my
assignrnents. Throughout my childhood, 1read voraciously and enjoyed writing
almost as much as reading prose. Recalling my love of reading and writing, and
believing that participating in those activities helped me succeed in school, 1
determined to heip deverop others' skills in those same areas, An& if oossible, 1

M e r determined to fmd ways of helping students develop reading and writing
skills so that they might learn not to fear picking up books or swear that they
would never touch another book after graduation fiom high school. in senior
English classes, 1 have had students whose writing ability ranged from barely
capable of self-expression, verbalIy or in writing, to others who produced fluid,
creative and powerful wnting in polished pieces that showcased their eloquent
thinking and ability to manipulate language. 1frequentiy wondered about what
made the difference between the two ends of the spectrum and whether or not 1, as
a teacher, could in some way attempt to bring those distant polarities closer
together. The strong students always seemed to perform well, regardless of the
type of instruction given and the structures and supports provided. The weaker
students, at least the ones who were willing to take instruction, also frequently
benefited. These classroom experiences pushed me to examine my teaching
methods in atternpts to determine what about my ciasses was effective and what
merely fîlled time. I am interested in expIoring this notion further and inquiring
into whether or not my choice of insiructional approaches really matters in the
quality of what my students write. I am interssted in the practical value of this
research and my performance and effectiveness as a classroom teacher.

Purpose of the Study
The prirnary purpose of this study is to examine wfiich of a traditional, a
process writing, and a combined t a b g and writing instructional approach wiIl
, %,a$,
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different instructional approaches and analyzing their elements. This examination
will atternpt to identiQ any differences in student performance among the three
instructional delivery approaches and determine which one, if any, is in fact the
best approach to use in helping students express thernseIves in writing.
The first instructional approach wiU examine whether a more traditional
teaching approach enables students to improve their written work, In a
transmission model, there are specific teacher-directed strategies to address
vocabulary developrnent, question and answer sessions to reinforce content
cornprehension as well as step by step instruction in expository essay writing.
This study will question whether or not developing those skills help students
becorne better writers. The second rnethod incorporates extensive writing by the
students. In this approach the students write in a variety of forms and have a fair
level of input regarding the ideas and issues about which they will write. Students
have the opportunity to take ownership when they participate in determining their
writing topics. The third approach combines talking with witing to give students
maximum input into their studies, By directing their studies around the textual
material provided, they have control over discussions and the direction of the
writing that they will ernploy to express their leamhg.
InitiaIly, the study wilI determine whether or not each of these approaches
is capable of producing "good" quality written expression. Additionally,
cornparisons wilI be made to identify differences in instructional effectiveness, as
rneasured by student performance on their writing tasks. These cornparisons will
suggest whether or not certain instructional auproaches produce better writing

results than others. En either case, the study will create some clear implications to
determine what instructionai approaches to use in classes and how much time and
energy to expend in developing lesson plans matching these rnodets of instruction.

Research Questions
Using and comparing the effectiveness of tbree instructional approaches
for teaching literature gives rise to the following six research questions:
1. What is the effect of a strategy that emphasizes traditional instruction (teacher

centered) for literature over a pre-test on the measures of writing quality
(when quality is measured by content, organization, style and mechanics in an
expository essay)?

2. What is the effect of a strategy that emphasizes process writing over a pretest
and traditional instruction in literature on the measures ofwriting quality
(when quality is measured by content, organization, style and mechanics in an
expository essay)?

3. What is the effect of a strategy t4at emphasizes talking and writing over a
pretest and traditional instruction in literature on the measures of writing
quality (when quaiity is measured by content, organization, style and
mechanics in an expository essay)?

4. Are there any differences between the strategy that emphasizes process
writing alone and the strategy that combines talkiug and writing on the

measures of writïng quality (when quaIity is measured by content,
organization, style and mechanics in an expository essay)?

5. What is the effect on the quality of writing (when qua@ is measured by
content, organization, style and mechanics in an expository essay) when the
sequence of instructional approaches is varied h m one group to another?
6. How do students respond when asked to consider what they considered as

effective instruction while receiving the three instnictional approaches?

Significance of the Study
This study will attempt to offer insights into theory and practice that
underlies instruction in effective writing. Regarding theory, this study builds a
foundation for using different instructional approaches by reviewing previous
research and replicating their use. Applebee (1996) identified many different
traditions of teaching and learning that allowed students to develop their ability to
intenct with ideas and issues. in comection with that observation, this study will
explore what has already been wcitten about irnproving the quality of a student's
w-ritten responses based on the effectiveness of three unique instnictional
approaches. This study will suggest whether or not there is a "bette? delivery
method when it cornes to instmcting students about writing. If none of the
instructional approaches stands out as being supecior, 1wiII offer suggestions as to
why that might be and identiQ new questions for future research regarding senior
English instruction.
This study bears practical ramifications for me persoaally as a teacher as
well as for the coIlective body of English teachers. PersonaiIy, it forces me to
expand efforts in preparing clear, thoroughly pisüined unit and Iesson plans for
thnmnk~
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different instructional approaches, the creation of which took a concerted effort.
For example, the unit on nature is based on a traditionai (teacher centered)
instructional approach to one group and on a process writing approach to the
second group. As a result of this study, 1 will be forced to examine the way 1have
spent time in my classroom to this point and consider improvernents and
adjustrnents that 1 can or need to make in order to create a more effective Iearning
environment. By reading about effective teaching methods practiced by others
and finding ways to mode1 them in my own classroom, I am being pushed to rise
to the occasion and evaluate whether 1 am offenng effective instruction,
The practical implications of this study are significant for classroom
teachers. [t either supports attempts to bnng vaned teaching methods to
classrooms as valid efforts in improving students' writing or suggests that student
performance does not benefit from one or more of these instructional approaches.
if the study is successfil in demonstrating that any of the instructional systems

lead to improvements in the quality of student writing, it stands as an example of

a teaching strategy that has been demonstrated to work in the real classroom. If
one instructional approach reveals itself to be significandy better than the others,
it becomes that much more valuable a strategy and teachers shouId be sure to
incorporate it into their classroom instruction.

Scope of the Study
An expository essay is the piece of student writing that wiii be measured
for quality in this study. Students wiil begin by Miting an essay in response to a
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receive instmction in three thematic units (nature, standing up for beliefs, death)
in one of three separate instructionaI approaches (traditional, process writing,
talking and writing). Then, at the conclusion of each thematic unit of study, they
will write another expository essay in response to the ideas presented in that
selection of material. Each of the pre-test and the unit tests will give the students
a prescribed question to which they will respond. The essays that are written will
then be evaluated for the quality of their content (ideas), organization (structure),
style (word choices) and mechanics (conventions of writing) by a pair of trained
markers. Upon completion of the study, four students will be interviewed
regarding their responses to the instructional approaches. Their answers to the
questions will also be used as a measure of the study.
The scope of this study is quite limited. The investigation explores the
effects of oniy three different instructional approaches, each taught for a period of
three weeks. This rneans that the question of what type of teaching approach is
most effective for heIping students improve the quality of their written responses
is restricted to examining only the three approaches chosen for study. This
research does not investigate what additional methods might be effective or what
combination of teaching activities might be the most useful in developing
students' writing skiIls. The tirne h

e also means that the students will be

exposed to each of the three instnrctiona1delivery methods for such a short period
that time limitations rnay reduce the ükeiihood of making the fùilest possible
impact on the students' wvritiag development. Both Burton (1973) and Wesdorp
( 1982). as cited in Hillocks (1986).

identiQ that the short duration of a treatment

in a study frequently results in no significant effect, even if the experimental
treaûnent(s) might be legitimate. Scope and time constraints are the mast stnking
limitations of this study.
The evaluative piece for the pre-test and each unit of instruction requires
the students to write an expository essay. The students' familizirity or lack of

familiarity with this form of essay writing may also be a limitation in this study.
The students receive direct instruction in writing an expository essay in one of the
instructional approaches (traditionaI), but not in the others. In the process writing
and the talking and writing instructional approach, they practice other forms of
writing and then are evaluated on an expository essay, with which form they may
or may not be familiar.
Beyond those limitations, there are stiH positive eIements to be found

within the scope of this study. The three instructionai approaches that have been
chosen for this study do reflect a fairly broad range as identified in the literature
regarding effective wciting instruction. The traditional approach does replicate
many of the activities that have been commonly identified as being a part of a
transmission instructionai model. The third method, combining talking and
writing, attempts to model Hillocks' (1986) inquiry methods which have been
shown to be very effective in helping students develop their writing skills. The
second method works to create a Ieaming experience somewhere between the
traditiona1 and the inquiry methods. Essentially, the second approach subtracts
the student group discussion and individuai verbal interaction h m the inquiry

method, By incotporating variations in the @es of leamhg experiences that

students will encounter, 1have created an opportunity to observe what system of
instruction works the most effectively.
These variations also serve the purpose of aIlowing students with different
leaming abilities to find an instructional delivery systern in which they feel
comfortable. As students respond to different types of stimuli, these varied
learning opportunities will serve to create a greater learning experience for them.
The combination of three tightly pIanned units may show positive results simply
by virtue of being three tightly planned units that take students through a
sequential, ordered and directed learning experience. Additionally, two out of
three approaches require students to make choices and input ideas in regard to the
direction of their writing.
Even if the time frame for the delivery of each instructional style is short,
students may respond in improving some eIement of their writing. It is
conceivable that students experiencing any one of these delivery methods for a
longer period might make greater gains as increased time allows for more
dialogue behveen students and instructor. An extended instruction period would
allow students to learn how to work within the system more effectively and allow
them to learn what types of questions they could and should be asking, which a
three week block cannot necessarily a o r d them. A three-week penod is a
cornmon tirne for a thematic unit and was therefore chosen as the h e block for
each instructional approach. Also, the three-week period is long enough to
expose and involve the students in a leaming experience that couId make a

difference in the quality of their written responses if they allow themsehes to
become imrnersed in it and work with the options that are provided for them,
The theoretical fîdings of this study are potentially generaüzable to
teachers of students in any grade level or subject area. If the study demonstrates
that varied teaching approaches create positive results in the quality of written
response, than al1 English teachers should be looking for the methods that wiI1
work with their students. The specific instructional approaches used in this study
could be used in classrooms of middle or secondary school EngIish classes just as
they are designed. The nature of the assignrnents incorporated into the writing,
and talking and writing units could be made workable for elernentary classes as
well with some modifications and adaptations. Even if the specific methods do
not generate improved written work, but the instructionai approaches do
contribute to students feeling valued and supported in engaging with ideas and
participating in classroom learning conversations, that is whorthwhile. The notion

of creating a cornfortable, supportive environment that involves ail of the students
as equal and valid participants in a learning community is important and can be
applied to classes of al1 ages and in al1 subject areas.

Definitions
Audience: the reader(s) for whom a text is written; the usual audiences for

student wciting are their teachers or their cIass peers.
Authentic writing: text, produced by students, that reflects expeciences and

knowledge that corne f?om within the r e a h of the students' own tives.

Blind markers: trained individuals who grade student papers following a specific
rubric without knowing the identity of any of the students in the study;
therefore, they cannot in any way mark in a biased fashion, benefiting any
given method beyond another.
Cognitive style: the manner in which a student lems; the manner in which a
teacher teaches.
Coherence: when the flow of argumentation in a text continually builds a chah
of reason without contradicting itself at any point.
Competent: ability to apply knowledge and demonstrate components of accepted
practice in ~vritingskilIs; for example, a competent student would produce
a text with clear content, logical organization, effective stylistic choices,

and proper mechmical form.
Content: cxtent to which ideas in a writing task are developed. At the low end,
they would be superficial and only sumrnations of the event. At the
middle ability lever, there will be some attempts to connect sumrnaries to
analytical statements. At the higher end, they would reflect insight
regardmg the topic and possibly some original thought.
Composition: a written or spoken text that represents an organized selection of
ideas prepared for presentation.
Context: the circumstances or environment in which a text is produced.
Cross-curricular: any method or knowledge that is relevant and practiced in
more than one subject area in schools.

Expository essay: a formai piece of writing that attempts to explain any idea in
an essay format. It was/is a common part of literary cnticism.

Free-writing: students write anything they think in response to ideas they
encounter in any textual rnaterial. No restrictions or directions are given,
students write independent of any guidance.

Heuristic: a plan designed to help students in camying out their writing tasks; it
gives clear, step by step instructions for every elementkomponent that is
to be found in a given piece of text.

Holistic rnarking: a method of evaluating writing in which the composition is
viewed as a whole piece and receives one mark as opposed to separating
specific elements for individual evaluation.

Inauthentic writing: writing canied out to complete a teacher's or course's
requirements but that in no way reflects the students' set of life
experiences, interests or knowledge.

Journal and journalling: a persona1 text that records the thoughts, ideas and
reactions of a student to circumstances ongoing around them. In this study
it will be the act of recording and the record of students responses to the
literary texts to which they will be exposed.

Marking rubric: an estabrished system of marking a piece of writing to insure
that al1 pieces of writing in the study are graded according to the same
standard. For this study, the Manitoba Department of Education Senior 4
Provincial English Language Arts Exam process writing nibric wiIl be
used.

Mechanics: the proper use of gramrnar, punctuation, capitalization and spelling in
a written text.
Methods - talking and writing: developed fiom an inquiry mode1 of
learning/instniction in which students engage in dialogue around ideas
they identi@ fiom the texts to which they are exposed. Students also
work together to produce their written responses to those ideas by using
brainstorming, collaborative writing, peer editing and co-operative text
production.
Methods - traditional: using more teacher-directed instruction focusing on
vocabulary development, emphasis on mechanics and forma1 writing.
individual work and worksheets wilI be the dominant method of
instruction.
Methods - writing: The ideas developed out of the texts for this section will al1
be dealt with individually in a variety of written forms. Heuristics will be
given to the students to help direct their wrïtten responses to texts.
Newsroom: a simulated context in which the students wil1 work together to create
a newspaper. Students will engage in significant levels of peer interaction
and collaborative work in both dialogue and writing for the purposes of
producing a variety of forms of written tem.
Organization: a coherent system of presenting ideas in writing by using a
prescnied way of ordering those ideas - an introduction, a IogicaI flow of
ideas to deveIopIsupport the thesis foiiowed by a concIusion.

Writing as product: an instructional approach that evaluates the end written

product without consideration of the process required to produce it.

-

Chailter Two Review of Literature
This literature review will attempt to place my study into the context of
previous educational research and thinking. The three instructional approaches to
be used in this study are entitled (1) traditional, (2) writing, and (3) talking and
writing. The word traditional, when used in educational discussions, changes
within the context of the conversation. 1will therefore place my word usage into
a framework defined by Hillocks (1971, 1986), Langer and Applebee (1987) and
Applebee (1996). Likewise, the word writing is far too broad to allow it to stand
on its own. 1will continue to use Langer and Applebee (1987) and add Hillocks
(1975, 1986) to define the approach in which writing is used to facilitate Iearning.
The talking and writing grows out of Langer and Applebee (1987), Applebee
(1996) and Hillocks (197 1, 1975, l986), including Hillocks' meta-analysis of
research in wrïtten composition.
To begin my literature review, 1will do a survey of the effects of
instructional approaches as presented in Hiilocks' (1986) meta-analysis. This
suvey will attempt to show the value of using each of the three varied
instructional delivery methods I have chosen for this study. Bennet et al. (1976),

as cited in Hillocks (1986), conducted a questionnaire study to determine the
teaching styles of over 800 teachers in Britain. The descriptors whereby teachers
rated themselves included extent of movement and freedom ailowed in cIass,

degree of discipiinary versus physicai control (the extent to which teachers
allowed students to walk about the room or engage in conversation with other
students), degree of pupil choice, type of teaching approach and whether intrinsic
or extrinsic motivation was used. Teachers' responses were then categorized as
informal (progressive), mixed and forma1 (traditiond). The second part of the
study examined student performance as a result of each style of teaching in
reading, math and English. in reading and math, students in forma1 or traditional
classes performed at a superïor level. However, when comparing the results of
two essays, one creative and the other very directed, the students scored almost
equally, regardless of which instructional approach had been employed. Hillocks'
study suggests that depending on what the desired outcome for students is,
teaching style will make varying degrees of difference on students' achievement.
There are three "modes of instruction" descnbed in Hillocks' (1986) metaanalysis that correspond to the instructional approaches employed in this study.
They are narned presentational, which matches most closely the traditionai
approach, the nondirectional or narural process, which most closely matches the
process writing approach, and finally environmentai, which matches most closely
talking and writing to facilitate Ieaming. While the majority of studies examine
achievement levels, Hillocks (198 l), as cited in HiIlocks (I986), also reviewed
students attitudes to instructional deIivery styles. Students in the environmental
classes indicated the most positive attitudes while the nondirectional classes
showed the Ieast positive. That study indicates that students do respond
differently when the instructionai a~proachesvary, which, in tur4 may effect

their achievement. Hillocks does in fact go on to compare the effectiveness of
each of those three methods of instruction and they appear in each of the
designated review categories.

The Traditional Approach
When looking into the past to determine what traditional teaching was, it
appeared that the teacher and the text were considered the sole sources of
knowledge, and that the teachets role was to impart that knowledge to hislher
students. The students' job was to absorb as rnuch of that knowledge as was
possible. Instruction constituted the t r a d e r of knowledge, and learning was the
unquestioning acquisition of that knowledge. Knowing meaning and structure, as
defined by the teacher and text, was wbat education was about (Hillocks, 1971).
This description of traditional matches a presentational mode of instruction.
The presentational mode of instruction is characterized by "(1) relatively
clear and specific objectives; (2) lecture and teacher-led discussion dealing with
concepts to be learned and applied; (3) the study of models and other materiais
which explain and illustrate the concept; (4) specific assignrnents or exercises
which generally involve imitating a pattern or following previously presented
rules; and (5) feedback following writing, coming prïmarily ftom teachers"
(HiIlocks, 1986, p. 116-1 17). This deiivery system is teacher-centered and
assumes the teacher lcnows what is important and is capable of transmitting that
knowledge to the students in very directed assignments. According to the
Hillocks (1986) meta-analysis, experîmental groups using this method achieve a

mean effect size of g = .02, showllig that there is some gain with students
performing at the 5 1" percentile.
Langer and Applebee (1987) identiQ traditionaI approaches to writing
instruction as prescriptive and product-centered with an emphasis on the formal
structures of discourse. This has led to using rules of grammar in atternpts to
improve sentence writing and studying only traditional modes of textual discouse
in atternpts to find exarnples of "good form". Finding examples deemed as good
by the instructor and then following the instnictor's rules are part of the traditional
model, Upon completion of these lessons, evaluation is based on how welI the
writing of students reflects the rnodels and reiterate the ideas with which they
have been presented.
Applebee (1996) identifies that for some, using something of tradition is

a reflection of being out of date and resisting reform. TraditionaI instruction for
hem is about reinforcing the status quo of common social values and identifiable
measures of intellectual attainrnent. He contends that this approach stresses
knowledge-out-of- context rather than knowledge-in-action and that, as a result,
students are taught about traditions of the past rather than entering into those of
the present and future. Applebee opposes using merely that defuition of
traditional. His proposa1 is that traditional include "culturally constituted tools for
understanding and reforming the world" and that "as we move through life, we
learn to draw upon many different traditions that provide alternative, often
complementary, ways of knowing and doing - of definhg the world and of
existing within it" (p. 2). This attitude is consistent with recognizing that students

have different learning abilities and respond differently to the presentation of
information. This does create some additional legitirnacy for the notion of using a
traditional instructional delivery method. From Applebee's assessrnent of how
knowledge can be gained through varied delivery methods, he proposes moving to
a knowledge-in-action vision of curriculum, which is more consistent with the
talking and writing method.

The Process WritirsgApproach
The nondirectional or natural process mode of instruction is charactenzed
by "(1) generalized objectives, e-g., to improve skills in writing; (2) free writing
about whatever interests the students, either in a journal or as a way of 'exploring
a subject'; (3) writing for audiences of peers; (4) receiving generally positive
feedback from peers; (5) opportunities to revise and rework writing; and (6) high
levels of interaction among students" (Hillocks, 1986, p 119). The teacher acts as
a facilitator who promotes growth by maintaining a positive classroom
environment. Similar to students exposed to the presentational mode, students
taught by the natural process approach show a positive effect size. These students
show some gains in writing skills with a mean effect size o f g = -19, placing the
students at the 58' percentile.
Dunng the 1970s and 1980s there was a move away h m writing as
product to writing as process (Langer & Applebee, 1987). in processsriented
writing classes, students think through and organize their thoughts before writing
them in the desired form. Journal writing invites students' ideas and experiences
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the wtiting conventions until editing the final draf? characterize this process
approach. This process approach to writing emphasizes the active role of the
writer in formulating ideas and dsveIoping variety in the ways they express
themselves to an audience.
Writing cm be used in many different paits of a lesson pian (Langer &

Applebee, 1987). Free-writing or journalling can stimulate students' interest and
establish what previous knowledge the students bring to the topic. Tt can also
direct students in asking questions about what they would Iike to [eam or to

speculate what might be coming next in a narrative text. As students g o w more
familiar with this approach to writing, they becorne more capable of framing their
thiniung and questioning skills and subsequently directing their leanüng. This

form of writing asks students to explore relationships, classi@ concepts, identify
causes and effects, complete comparisons, expiain motives and speculate about
what might still be coming in future lessons or other texts. Graves (1987), as

cited in Langer and Applebee (1987), also suggests that ftee-writing allows
students an immediate, emotive response that heIps create an authentic voice in
their writing.
Later in a lesson, writing c m help to consolidate and then to ceview the
information and content that the lesson provided Drafting and revision can also
be used as a powerfui tooI for heIping students extend what they are Iearning

(Langer & Applebee, I987, p 54). k i n g a process approach to writing also helps
students to reformuIate and interpret their observations and previously wn'tten
ideas. Creating muItip1e cirafts and revisions aIso allows students to take risks and

explore new ideas and ways of expressing them. Their writing is part of an
ongoing process rather than merely being completed in one forty-minute period
for evaluation. Using a process approach to instnict students in writing provides
them with conferencing and structured supports or scaffolds to use as they
undertake new and difficult tasks. In the process of completing those tasks,
students internalize information and strategies relevant to the tasks, learning the
concepts and skills they need in order eventually to undertake similar tasks on
their own (Langer & Applebee, 1987).
Applebee (1984) conducted a study sponsored by the National institute of
Education that makes some suggestions that bridge the writing instructional
method to the talking and writing method. Using this approach, teachers need to
create instructional scaffolding that provides models and strategies for addressing
problems faced by the student. These scaffolds are internalized by the student,
providing them with the resources to eventualty undertake similar tasks on their
own (Applebee, 1984, p 176). The scaffolds identified here couId be the
heuristics and the direction that the students receive in the writing component of
their thematic study, The tallcing and writing component reflects the suggestions
that the tasks alIow opportunities for students to create their own meanings out of
the texts, the task is challenging in order to push the student, instructional
supports are structured to guide a naniral sequence of thought, the instructor acts

as a collaborator with the students, and scafîoldïng is removed once the student
has internalized the patterns and approaches necessary to complete the task.

There is a growing acceptance of collaboration as a legitimate part in al1
aspects of learning. Lunsford and Ede (1990) review the histocical development
of collaboration fiom Dewey's assertion in 1927 that peopIe influence each other
in their thinking and expression of those thoughts, to contemporary thinkers and
writers Iike Fish (1980), who believe that knowledge is constructed by the
interactions of an individual with his/her discourse community. There has thus
been a move from teacher-centered to student-centered instruction and fiom
writing-as-product to writing-as-process-based learning models. These shih
reduce the focus on individuals and place them within a learning context that
invites and requires social interaction. Lunsford and Ede (1990) identiQ six
characteristics cornmon to collaborative assignments. They are "(1) allowing for
cohesion to develop within groups as well as the natural ernergence of leadership,
(2) students must work together in order to cornplete assignments effectiveiy, (3)

groups negotiate authority and responsibility, (4) creative conflict and protection
of minority view is encouraged, (5) allows for peer and seIf-evaluation during and
after the assignment, and (6) students rnonitor and evaIuate the processes that lead
to successful collaboration" (p. 6 ). This form of collaborative leaming moves
beyond just written response and interaction to verbaI dialogue and discussion as
well, an important part of the final teaching method.

A Talking Plus Writing Approach
"It is imperative to teach so that students leam how to examine and use

their Ianguage independently. That, of course, requires active participation by the
ct>trlmnt
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students into a position to Iearn how to develop their original thoughts is called an
inductive method. The instructor's role is to use hisher knowledge to mange
problems, materials and situations so that students have the opportun@ to
(re)discover facts, (re)fomuIate ideas and gain an understanding of issues for
themselves, by themselves. This aIlows students to l e m how to Ieam and
develop a sense of pride and achievement in their abilities. In this classroom,
students engage in discussions, by both listening and speaking, with the teacher
and other students, work independently at times, and in groups on other

occasions. Students examine provided texts and then contribute texts h m their
own collections or creations. They leam how to deal with issues and problems
connected to education with the aid of the teacher, until they no longer require
hidher assistance.
To m a t e such a learning environment takes considerable planning on the
part of the instructor. The instnictor must be prepared to change direction in midStream depending on how students respond to the provided texts and problems
they generate. Selection of materiais m u t be carried out at a Ievel appropriate for
the students, as must the creation of questions and problems for the students to
tackle. Students must have an abiiity to at least p s p what the instnictor is doing
or they will become Iost and become inattentive. If the students do not have the
prerequisite skills to handIe this inductive instructional method, the instmctor
needs to take some time to train them in the skiils they are missing, Further to
this, instructors must move their students h m less complex (concrete) to more

cornplex (abstract) problems in order to deveIop their knowledge and sskiZls base.

In this regard, one of the intervention groups in this study follows this suggestion
exactly. By expenencing the traditiona1 delivery mode1 first, students interact
with the least complex issues before moving on to dealing with more complex,
abstract issues such as identimg topics, issues and directions in which to take
their in-class writing assignment.
In a talking and writing approach to learning, the more students contribute
in class or the more invotved they become, the more they leam. Students need to
be involved in problem-sohg situations tather than listening to their instructor
lecture. Discussions, either with the whole class or in smaller groups, student-led
class activities, students planning work and producing texts al1 lead to greater
learning opportunities (Hillocks, 1971).
In this method, talking and writing are seen to serve as a valuable tool for
both the development ofthoughts as well as communications (Bames, 1995).
Britton (1970), as quoted in Bames ( t 999, says that talk enables students "to go
back over events and interpret them" (p 3), allowing them to develop appropriate
responses and to "place new experiences within larger patterns of understanding
and value" @ 3). By discussing ideas that have been generated in their classes,

students can make connections to what they aIready know, extend their
understanding of topics or issues and test how other people might respond to their
ideas. Because taik is very flexible, students c m change direction easily and
rehrne thoughts if their initial exploration of ideas does not work. By 'talking
things over', students cm bring thoughts to a conscious level, thereby allowing
the opportunity to reflect criticdly on them and determine whether their ideas are

acceptable, need modification or should be rejected. Weils (1992), as cited by
Barnes (1995), proposes that collaborative talking in classrooms should be
'problem-oriented', allowing students to develop alternative solutions to those
problems. By allowing students to participate in selecting, defining, planning and
perfonning their work, they are encouraged to take ownership of their written
tasks.

Alongside students being involved in planning and conducting learning
activities, Hillocks (1971) suggests that a broad range of materials should be used
in the classroom. Using çtandard school texts is fine, as long as they are only one

part of the instructional textual material. Textual materials should come fiom
both non-written and mass media sources. "Theuse of photographs, films,
recordings, magazines, and paintings not only make the study of literature more
appealing to students but can be very effective in introducing new ideas and
clanQing difficult concepts" @ 320). Comics, cartoons, advertisements fiom any
source, lyrics from any pop cube music, and television and movie clips al1
complement the textual material options. By using a variety of textual sources,
student interest is piqued and increases the likelihood that students will become
more engaged in the learning activities in the classroom.
Hillocks (1975) identifies lack of specificity in student writing as a
comrnon problem. One way to have students overcome their superficial
generalizations is to involve them in the processes of observing, drawing
inferences fiom their observations, transforming their observations into words and
developing a sense of audience in their writiug. An additional Ievel of critical

awareness is created when students read, Listen to and comment on each other's
work (Hillocks, 1975). In deveIoping these skills, exhortation, or merely telling
students what to do is not as effective as getting the students activeIy involved.
The first phase has the students observe phenornena. In the second phase, the
student writers link the phenomena together in some meaningfd way. Organizing
their own thoughts and ideas as weli as working through ciass discussions to
organize observations and ideas are both a part of this phase (Hillocks, 1975).
The notion of meaningful rnay Vary from one student to the next, and that is

acceptable. The third phase is to represent those perceptions in an organized way
to an audience. Groups of three or four students reading and offering constructive
cnticism on each other's work is part of phase three. in the sarne book, Hillocks
(1975) also refers to the importance of developing an appropriate writing
environment, without giving any specific indication of what that environment
might Iook like.

As the above section suggests, student involvement in a taiking and
writing approach to leaming leads to the improved development of writing skills.
Hillocks' (1986) rneta-analysis confms the research he had conducted on his
own earlier. In his all-inclusive study, HiIIocks describes the environmenta1 mode
of instruction as one that is characterized by "(1) clear and specific objectives; (2)
materials and problems selected to engage students with each other in specifiable
processes important to some aspect of writing; and (3) activities, such as smallgroup problem centered discussions, conducive to high Ievels of peer interaction"
(Hillocks, 1986, p 123). In the meta-andysis, the environmental mode achieved

the highest mean effect size of g = .44, placing the students performance at the

67' percentile. This mean effect size is significantly greater (hanthe effect size
for either the presentational or natural process, indicating that a talking plus
writing approach is the most effective method of insûuctional delivery for
improving student writing.
Hillocks (1986) also examined the effects of various types of assignments
on improving students' quality of writing. He defines inquiry as focusing on

irnmediate and concrete data of some kind during instruction and practice.
Students had objects around them while writing, frequently shared their work with
partners or groups of students, wrote collaboratively, predicted and speculated on
relationships and identified and solved problems related to the materïaIs that faced
them. Students who practiced writing under those instructional circumstances
showed significant improvements in specificity, focus, impact, arrangement
(organization) and styiistic choices in their writing. The meta-analysis also shows
that the use of inquiry-styie assignments resulted in a mean effect size of g = .56,
significantly greater than other foci of Iearning, placing students' performance at
the 7 1" percentile.
Langer and Applebee (1987) maintain that when students and teachers
share an understanding of the goais of an instructionai activity and students
perceive that coiIaborative interactions are required, the activity is successfirl.
Students are allowed room for their own say in their writing. This sense of
ownership over bath the task and the process results in higher quality writing.

The teacher's h c t i o n is to provide a-~- ~ r o ~ r iinstructions
ate
for the students so

they feel confident in attempting the work and then to act as a support to help
them with the difficulties they face in completing the written task, The support
lent by the teacher models the collaboration required between the teacher and
students as well as among the students themselves.
Applebee (1996) stresses the importance of creating a curriculum that
places emphasis on knowledge-inaction. This knowledge grows out of the
participation of al1 members of a class in an ongoing conversation about things
that matter. Conversations arnong smaller groups fit into the larger context of
discourse that represent our cultures (science, the arts, history, literature,
mathematics and many more). The implication for education is that instnictors
must help students l e m to participate in those conversations so that they c m
incorporate knowledge of the past into their shaping of the Future. Therefore, to
l e m , students must participate in creating the new traditions, share experiences
and examples rather than merely memonze rules of procedure about how things
were at one time. Further, participation means the construction of and defense of
their own ideas and drawing conclusions based on arguments and evidence
appropriate to the traditions of literature, science and history.
Graff (l992), as cited in Applebee (1996), States that "reading books with
comprehension, making arguments, writing papes, and making comments in a
cIass discussion are social activities" @ 39). This understanding of knowledge as
sociaily constnicted seems not only to invite student participation in meaningmaking, but also requires it. Specific content derives its meaning fiom
conversations sutroundhg the text, The knowledge that evolves is socially

negotiated through involving students as speakers, readers, writers, and Iegitimate
participants in classroom conversations. This dialogue is more authentic and
reflects the reality of al1 the participants, rather than just that of the educational
institution. Applebee's (1996) conclusion regarding student learning is that if it is
to be meaningful, they (the students) must be encouraged to become involved in
the ongoing dialogue that will produce culturally relevant and usefiil knowledge.
This dialogue should include open-ended discussions where the topics discussed,
the degree of consensus and of disagreement will be negotiated among the
participants as the conversation evolves (Applebee, 1996).

Chapter Three - Method
Research Questions
The purpose of this study was to compare the effectiveness of three
different teaching methodologies in a senior four classroom on the quality of the
students' written responses in the form of an expository essay. It was the intent of
this study to compare a traditional approach to teaching and ieaming, fmt to a
process writing method and second to a talking and writing approach to
instruction in an attempt to discover whether any one or al1 of these methods
improved the quality of writing in the students' responses to d t t e n texts. A pretest essay and three essay test questions were used to measure relative success.
Each of the three units of instruction covered a three-week period. The six
questions that were examined in this study were:
1. What is the effect of a strategy that ernphasizes traditional instruction (teacher

centered) for literature over a pre-test on the rneasures of writing quality
(when quality is measured by content, organization, style and mechanics in an
expository essay)?

2. What is the effect of a strategy that emphasizes process writing over a pretest
and traditional instruction in literature on the measures of writing quality
(when quality is measured by content, organization, style and mechanics in an
expository essay)?

3. What is the effect of a strategy that emphasizes talking and writing over a

pretest and traditional instruction in literature on the measures of writing
quality (when quality is measured by content, organization, style and
mechanics in an expository essay)?
4. Are there any differences between the strategy that emphasizes process writing

alone and the strategy that combines taiking and writing on the measures of
writing quality (when quality is measured by content, organization, style and
mechanics in an expository essay)?
5. What is the effect on the quaiity of writing (when quality is rneasured by

content, organization, style and mechanics in an expository essay) when the
sequence of instructional approaches is varied from one group to another?
6. How do students respond when asked to consider what they considered as
effective instruction while receiving the three instructionai approaches?

Subjecis
The subjects in this study were voluntary participants from the two 40s
Core ELA classes at a rural high school in Manitoba. A total of 30 sets of data
were used in this study as al1 students and their parents agreed to participate,
Students varied in age from 16 to 18 and classes were entirely heterogeneous in
their mix. There were 12 fernales and 18 males in total, with two classes of 13
and 17 students respectively. Each ciass had students who performed weii above
average academically, students who performed at average IeveIs, and students
who struggled to do well. Students came €tom a varÏety of ethnic backgrounds as

Instructional Approaches
Traditional
The first instructional approach was entitled 'Traditionai". In this method,
the teacher directed the Ieaming activities by providing prescribed material to
read and specific questions and ternis for student leaming. The teacher acted as
the provider of knowledge and Ied the students to that knowledge by employing
the following assignments.
Definition lists generated by the instructor. Students completed these on their
own before the insüuctor led in making corrections.
Worksheets with questions regarding the readings. The questions were
instructor generated. Students were led as a group in making corrections.
Paragraph writing on instructor identified topics related to the text. The
instructor carried out ail the evaluating; there was no peer editing or
coIlaborative writing.
Expositocy Essay written on the theme of one of the reading selections. The
students were guided through a detailed heuristic on writing an expository
essay.

Process Writing
The second instmctional approach was entitled "Process Writing". In this
second method, the students had much more contro1 over the ideas with which
they worked. They were given t h e to write about their own ideas during a daily
joumalIing time and were highly interactive with opportunities for peer feedback

and editing for written work. The students engaged in the following types of
assignments.
Joumalling on a daily bais. This is the free-writing activity associated with
the approach. The students were given 10 minutes per class (at the start) to
write anything in response to the texts that they were studying or about what
was happening in the class. This writing served as the jumping-off point for
other writing assignments and as a study guide for tests.
Student response to other students' writing. Al1 students wrote a particular
piece. It was given to another student and they wrote back. This response
writing can take the form of a personal letter, an article or sirnply notes
attached to the original piece.
Heuristics are a series of questions that guide a student in writing a complete
piece in a specific form. Heuristics were used to direct students in writing
newspaper-style articles and editot-iais.
Letters in varying foms @ersonal, to an editor, formal) and from various
perspectives (

k t person,

observer, characters from the story) were also an

instructional focus.

Talking and Writing
The third instmctional approach was entitled "Talking and Writing". This
third method placed aImost fidl control into the hands and min& of the students.
Students determined the scope and range of topics for discussion and Ied both
maII group and whole ciass discussions on the ideas and issues that they

discovered, The teacher acted as facilitator, support person and initiator by
providing the assignment around wkch the following activities revolved.
1. Think/Talk-a-louds, think-pair-share, jigsaws, group brainstorming and class

discussions were al1 colIaborative methods that were Ied by student ideas as
they responded to texts. This conversationkiialogue occurred before any
journalling was done.

2. Jomalling to outline ideas, persona1 responses and reflect on the texts and the
class discussions.
3. Class discussions on ideas relating to any written assignments completed

before the writing began.
4. Peer editing for al1 written work. A variety of formats were used for editing

with chosen classrnates, randornly assigned classrnates or parentdsiblings.
Each or any were responsible to providing written feedback on what they were
reading.
5. Student-teacher conferencing was conducted before, during and after writing.
6. Writing assignrnents were newspaper style articles and editonals, paragraphs,

literary critique style essays or any other form of written work cornrnon to
traditional or non-traditional writing formats.
The approach to completing the work for this unit was handled using the
analogy of a newsroorn. The final work piece was a series of newspapers created
by the students in the following manner: The class functioned as a newsroom.
There was a revolving senes of editors-in-chief (there were between three or four
students assuming this responsïbility per &y) so that each student was in that

position at least once. The editars-in-chief met with the instructor in the moming
and pianned the topics, issues and questions for discussion for that day. They
dealt with each of the texts, using each of the ideas identified in numbers one
through six above. The students led the discussions with their cIassrnates who
then fùnctioned as a newsroom staff working on articles, editoriaIs, letters, essays,
pictures, advertisements, stories, interviews and anything else that they couId pIan
and create for inclusion into their final product newspaper. There was an ongoing
engagement in discussion, writing, peer editing, conferencing, more talking,
dialoguing and ce-writing before the final product was put together.

Instrumentation
A pre-study essay test and three essay-test questions served as the data

colIection instruments for this study. Each of two classes received instruction in a
thernatic unit, using the same texts. Each group, however, was taught using a
different instructiond approach. At the completion of the period of study, three
weeks, each group wrote an expository essay in response to the same question.
(The entire teaching package with unit and lesson plans and the tests is inciuded
in the appendices,) Each of these essays were graded according to the nibric
esiablished by the Manitoba Department of Education for the Senior 4 Provincial

ELA Exams over the years 1996 through 2000. Eacti essay was graded on a five
point scale for content (ideas), organization (structure), style (word choice) and
mechanics (writing conventions). The cnterion to be a blind marker for this study
was to have participated as a provincial exam marker on at least two occasions in

the past. While seMng as markers for the province, these raters had received
extensive training in the use of the rnarking rubric used in this study.
The final measure was a series of investigator designed questions for
interviews with four randomly selected students at the completion of the delivery
of the three instructional units. (Copies of the interview questions can be found in
the appendices.)

Evaiuation of Euch Unit
The instructor graded the daily work of the students as it was completed.
It was graded following the regular grading rubrics used in his English class. The
results of the ongoing work were not used in the data collection for the purposes
of this study.
The evahation data to be used for analysis in the study came fiom a pretest and the three unit tests. Each of the tests followed the same format. There
was a short answer section to measure reading comprehension. This section of
the test consisted of rnuItipIe choice, tnre and false, fi11 in the blank and definition
questions. These data were anaIyzed as a part of another study (Reimer, 2001).
The second part of the test was an expository essay that was evaluated to measure
the quality of writing.
A trained grader rated the short answer sections for acceptable responses

based on a standard key. The expository essays were graded following the
protocol established in the Manitoba Department of Education Senior 4 provincial
exams. Two separate markers graded the essay in four areas: content,
cfgnn;71t;~%
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one of the grading categories, the student's mark was raised to the higher one.
For example, if marker one gave marks of three for each of content, organization,
style and mechanics to one paper, and marker two gave the same paper four for
content and threes on organization, style and mechanics, the final mark was
recorded as four in content and three in the remaining categories. If there was a
discrepancy of two or more in a single area of evaluation, or if there were two
areas that had a discrepancy in marks, the paper was sent to a third marker. The
third marker had the option of agreeing with one or the other of the first two
markers in determining what the final mark should be. In this manner, each paper
was scored by two markers, with a third one making a final decision between any

discrepant marks, The markers al1 received training as part of their involvement
in marking provincial exams and were therefore familiar with the rubric as well as

the marking process.

Order of the Study/Procedures
Students were invited to participate in the study after receiving an
expranation of the study by their classroom instructor, Paul Reimer. Paul Reimer
was the instructor who delivered al1 the instruction in the study units. Students
were given a parental consent fonn to be compIeted by any who wished to have
the results of their writing used in this study. AI1 students received the designed
instructional units as they do meet the standards and required general outcomes of
the Manitoba Senior 4 Curriculum. The order of the thematic units and the
teaching methods to be employed was as follows:

Figure 3.1. Sequence of themes and instructional approaches. (Four
repeated measures by two classes receiving the instructional approaches.)
l

PreTest

Nature

Stand Up for Your Beliefs

Death

a.m. class Pre(Group 1) Test

process writing t a b g and writing

traditional

p.m. class Pre(Group 2) Test

traditional

talking and
writing

process writing

The instructional period for each unit was three weeks in duration. Each
class received their thematic unit delivered by the prescribed instructional
approach (complete instructional package outlines and lesson plans follow in the
appendix). At the completion of the unit of study, students in both classes wrote
the sarne evaluative instrument. Students always only identified themselves by
using a number assigned to them by their instructor for each test. A copy was
made of the written response for evaluation by two trained, blind markers. The
markers had no way of knowing the sequence of instructional approaches used or
which student was connected to which number as the markers were from schools
other than frorn where the students corne. The students received a copy of their
results from the study markers as soon as possible foilowing each essay test.
At the conclusion of the three units of instruction, 1 interviewed four
randomly selected students regarding the instructional approaches used in the
study and their response to them.

Data Analysis
The data were analyzed in two ways. First, the data were analyzed
ernploying a 4 x 2 analysis of variance repeated measures as indicated in the

previous figure (3.1). Secondly, the interview data were analyzed. The four
IeveIs of the first variable (the repeated measure) were pre-test, traditional mode,
process writing mode, and the taiking-writing mode. The second variable
(between subjects) was the two classes who received one of two different
instructiona1 approaches (process writing or traditional, talking and writing or
process writing, traditional or talking and writing). A priori planned comparisons
were carried out between each of the possible pairs of the repeated measured
variable. The data anatysis sought to explain what effect, if any, each separate
instructional approach had on the cIasses' achievement. By comparing the results
between each of the instructional approaches, conclusions were drawn regarding
the value of each approach for the purpose of improving the quality of writing.

The interviews (questions appended) with students at the end of the study
provided their persona1 perspectives on what forms of instruction were deemed
effective by hem and what forms of instruction were considered less valuable.

Chapter Four - ResuIts and Analvsis

Restatem ent of Purpose
The primary purpose olthis study was to examine which of a traditional, a
process tvriting and a combined talking and writing instructional approach would
affect students' ~vritingperformance the most. This required examining the three
different instructional approaches and analyzing their elements. This examination
attempted to identiQ any differences in student performance among the three
instructioiial delivery approaches and determine which one, if any, was in fact the
best approach to use in helping students improve their writing when compared to
their performance on a pre-test.
The firçt instructional approach examined whether a more traditional
teaching approach enabled students to improve their written work. In a
transmission model, there are specific teaching strategies to address vocabulary
development as well as question and answer sessions to reinforce content
comprehension. This study questioned whether or not developing those skiIls
helped students become better writers.
The second method incorporated extensive writing by the students. In t
h
approach the students wrote in a variety of foms and had a fair level of input
regarding the ideas and issues about which they wrote. In that way, students had
more of an opportuniv to assume ownership by participating in the determination
of their writing topics.

The third approach cornbined t a h g with writing to give students
maximum input into their studies. By directing their studies around the textual
material provided, students had control over both discussions and the direction of
the writing that they carried out to express the? learning.
The study attempted to detemine whether or not any or each of these
approaches was capable of producing "good" quality written expression.
Additionally, comparisons were made to identiQ differences in instructional
effectiveness, as measured by student performance on their expository essays.
These comparisons suggested whether or not certain instructional approaches
produced better writing resuIts than others. The study created ciear implications
to detenine what instructional approaches to use and how much time and energy
to expend in developing Iesson plans matching these models of instruction.

Restatement of Research Questions
Using and compating the effectiveness of three instructional approaches
gave rise to the following six research questions regarding writing quality when
quality was measured by examining pre-post-intervention writing samples for
content, organization, style and mechanics:

I. What is the effect of a strategy that emphasizes traditional instruction (teacher
centered) for literature over a pre-test on the measures of writing quaiity
(when quality is measured by content, organization, style and mechanics in an
expository essay)?
2. What is the effect of a strategy that emphasizes process writing over a pretest
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(when quality is measured by content organization, style and mechanics in an
expository essay)?
3. What is the effect of a strategy that ernphasizes talking and writing over a
pretest and traditional instruction in literature on the measures of writing
quality (when quality is rneasured by content, organization, style and
rnechanics in an expository essay)?
4. Are there any differences between the strategy that ernphasizes process writing

alone and the strategy that combines talking and writing on the measures of
writing quality (when quality is measured by content, organization, style and
mechanics in an expository essay)?
5. What is the effect on the quality of writing (when quality is measued by

content, organization, style and rnechanics in an expository essay) when the
sequence of instructional approaches is vacied fiom one group to another?

6, How do students respond when asked to consider what they considered as
effective instruction while receiving the three instructional approaches?

Puesenfationof Data and Results
Al1 students wrote a pre-test essay to serve as a standard against which to
compare the subsequent measures written upon completion of each treatment used
in the study. AI1 the tests were scored in four separate areas: content, organization,
style and mechanics. The results are presented first as the means and standard
deviations for the entire group in regard to each instructional approach, and then
separated so that the results of each of the two treatment groups were assessed
rm.rrn*nI..
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Content
Before any intervention was used, the students wrote a pre-test essay. On
that pre-test, the students scored a mean of 3.07 out of a possible 5 with a standard
deviation of .64for the content in their essays. The two groups (the rnoming class
was group one, the afternoon class was group two) perfomed differently with

group one scoring a mean of 2.77 (SD= .73) and group two scoring a mean of
3.29 (SD = .47).

The first condition analyzed was the traditional mode1 of instruction. In
this intewention, the students improved on heir mean performance after
instruction by raising it to 3.30 (SD= .53) with an effect size of g = .36. While
this result placed the studentç writing at the 64" percentile when compared to the

pre-test, it did not mach significance Ip = -088).The two groups again scored
quite differently under this instructional approach. Group one earned a mean of

2.92 (SD = .28) with an effect size of g = -.23, placing this group's performance
at the 41" percentile when compared to the pre-test. Group two earned a mean of

3.59 (SD = .51) with an effect size d g = .81, placing their performance at the 7gh

percentile when compared to the pre-test.
Under the second intervention, the process writing instructional approach,
the combined treatrnent groups scored a mean of 2-97 (SD = -56) on content with

an effect size of g = -.16, ptacing theirwriting at the Mthpercentile. Group one
scored a mean of 2-85 (SD= -55) with an effect size of g = -34. Group two
scored a mean of 3.06 (SD= 36)with an effect size of g = -.OS. These results
r&&
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in the final treatment, the taiking and writing instructional approach, aii
the scores rose significantly. The oveml1 group scored a mean of 3.43 (SD = .68)
on content with an effect s u e of g = -56, placing their performance at the 71"
percentile. Group one's mean was 3.15 (SD = .80) with an effect size of g = .13
while group two's mean was 3.65 (SD = .49) with an effict size of g = .91, placing
them at the ~ 5 and
' ~82°4 percentile respectively. (See Table 4.1 for a summary of
the content results.)
Table 4.1. Means and Standard Deviations for Content and Effect Sue when

Compared to the Pre-Test.
% ile rank

Pre-test
Group One
Group Two
Traditional
Group One
Group Two
Process Writing
Group One
Group Two
Talking and Writing
Group One
gr ou^ TWO

The data on instructional approaches indicated that the talking and writing
was the most effective instructional condition (F (3.84) = L .N2, p = -00l)[see Table

4.21. Content was the only measured category where there was a signif~cantvalue

( p = .O0 1) relative to the instructional approaches used. Not only was there a

significant main effect for the condition, there was also a significant main effect
for the group. Table 4.1 showed that there was a consistent difference between the
performances of the treatment groups, a difference that the ANOVA showed to be
significant @ = .002). Group two outscored group one in each of the treatment
conditions. Figure 4.1 cham the performance of the two groups through the pretest and three treatrnents, showing the differences between them. While the
difference in performance between groups one and two was significant, both
groups responded to the instructional approaches in a similar manner, showing
improvement for the traditional and talking and writing conditions and a drop in
pre-post-test scores for the process writing approach. This pattern resulted in no
significant interaction for condition by group @ = .3 11).
Table 4.2. ANOVA for Content
I

Source

d/f

Mean Square

F

Sig. (O value)

Condition
Group
Condition x Group
Error

3
1
3
84

1.242
6.620
.265
.219

5.683
11.O85
1.21 1

.O0 1
.O02
.311

The mean performance of the students from the planned cornparisons
revealed an improvement in scores when comparing the pre-test to the post-test
for the traditional intervention, a drap when compriring performance for process
writing and a significant improvement when comparing pre-post-test performance
for taiking and writing @ = -006). (See Table 4.3 for comparison summary.)
WhiIe the talking and writing treatment was the oniy instructional approach that

I

Figure 4.1. Group Cornparison for Content

+Group One
- - - -Group Two

1

//

Instructional Approach

treatrnent approached significance @ = .088). Students in the traditional treatment
did in fact score significantly better than those in the process writing treatment
(p = .003),making it the second most successful instructional approach for
content leming. The taiking and writing treatment was also significantly better
than the process writing treatment @ = .O01). This suggests that the talking and
writing treatment was the most successful for improving the quality of students'
written responses. The traditional treatment ranked second in order of
effectiveness with the process writing approach to instruction ranking a distant
third. (See Figure 4.2 for a cornparison of mean performance on content.)

Table 43. Condition Comparisons for Content

1. Pretest

3.07

2. Traditional

3.30

3. Process Writing

2.97

4. Talking and Writing

3 -43

(i)CONTENT (9CONTENT

Mean
Significance * Effect %ile rank
Difference
Size (&

Pre-Test

Talking and Writing -.369

.O06

.36

64

Traditional

Pro. Writing

.303

.O03

-.62

28

Pro. Writing Talking and Writing -A48

.O0 1

-68

75

*Adjutment for muItiple cornparisons: Least Significant Difference (LSD).

Figure 4.2. Mean Performance for Content.

Condition

Explanation of Resulis for Content
The ANOVA showed a significant main effect between both the
conditions and the groups performance. The condition results showed the talking
and writing to be the most effective of îhe three treatments used in the study. This
result is consistent with the review of Merature, which suggested that taking and
writing should result in the best mean performance by the students. Bames (1995)
spoke about how talk contributed to the development of ideas and allowed
students to experiment with ideas verbally before committing them to paper. This
appeared to have worked in the two treatment groups. By bouncing ideas around a
student discussion table on one or more occasions, students had the opportunity to
identib ideas and issues raised by a text. In addition, they could find and develop
complementary and supporting ideas for their point of view. By the time they
were writing, students would have had a fair arnount of time to ingest, define and
redefine the ideas about which they would write, None of the activities in the
taiking and writing instructional approach taught directiy to the test instrument, an
expository essay. While the students did a fair amount of writing, writing took the
form of letters, articles, and editorials - al1 shorter items. Despite not working
with the evaluative instrument's fom, the students clearly developed the ability to
present ideas, regardless of the form in which they were writing. The mean
performance of 3.43 (SD = .68)out of a possible 5, with an effect size of g = .56,
placed the students performance at the 71'' percentile. Working at 21% above the
pre-test mean makes taiking and ivriting a very credible and worthwhile approach

for instructors to use in their attempts to heIp develop students' ability to express
ideas in writing.
The traditional approach contained certain elements in its instructional
approach that were clearly of benefit as measured by the essay test. In the
traditional approach, a very directive, step-by-step expository essay heuristic was
provided. The students were directed in pre-writing, writing and post-writing
steps that required the identification of ideas, extensive supportive evidence and
directives to redrafi and revise, making certain that each component was
completed thoroughly. This specific and detailed instruction clearly matched the
evaluative instrument, an expository essay, resulting in a very solid performance.
The process writing approach resulted in the lowest mean performance
(2.97, SD = S6). The process writing approach required the students to do a lot of

writing, however, never in the same form as the evaluative instrument. Students
wrote short articles, editorials and letters that grew out of their personal response
journals. At no point was there any discussion between students about the ideas
they were finding in the texts. With the absence of dialogue, the students clearly
did not develop their ideas to the saine extent as experienced in either the
traditional or taWwrite approach. The students did have the opportunity to engage

in peer editing for their written work, however, the responses always came back
in written form on their original work, not allowing for any discussion or
additional dialogue surrounding the ideas presented.
The ANOVA also showed group performance to have a significant main
effect ( p = .002). While both treatment groups (class one and cIass two) followed

the sarne pattern of performance in response to the instructional approach, they
consistently performed at different levels. Group one achieved rneans of 3.30 for
traditional, 2.97 for process ~vritingand 3.43 for talking and writing. That
compares to group two's rneans of 3.59 for traditional, 3.06 for process writing
and 3.65 for talking and writing. Under the traditional treatrnent, group one
performed at the 41" percentile while group two performed at the 79" percentile.
For process witing, the percentile ranks were 37 for group one and 49 for group
two. In the taik/write intervention, group one scored at the 55" percentile, while
group two once again outperformed thern at the 82" percentile. This consistent
difference in performance is significant @ = .002). While the two grade twelve
groups were heterogeneously rnixed based on grade eleven English marks at the
start of the year, the students clearly developed at different levels in their grade

twelve ciass. The af'ternoon group, group two, scored ahead of group one in 15
out of 16 possible categories in the evaluation instruments. (See Figures 4.1,4.3,
4.5 and 4.7). Their in-class performances were also consistent with this result. The

students in the af'ternoon class regularly achieved better marks in the assignrnents
completed for the units of instruction.

Organization
Organization was the second cornponent evaluated in the test instruments.
The mean scores were 3.30 (SD = .53) on the pre-test, 3.23 (SD = -73) for the
traditionai treatment with an effect size o f g = 4 3 ; 3.17 (SD = -79) for the
process wrîting treatrnent with an effect size of g = -.25; and 3.47 (SD = -57) for
the talking and
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mean score for the traditional treatment, the total group's performance was at the
45" percentile. The pmcess writing treatment resulted in another drop in
performance, with the total group performing at the 40" percentile. The taking
and wciting treatment resulted in a significant rise in performance over both the
traditional (p = -029) and process writing @ = .048) treatments, with scores
placing them at the 63" percentile. Group two outscored group one for each
treatment with mean scores of 3.59 (SD = .5 1) for traditional, 3.35 (SD = .70) for
process writing, and 3.53 (SD = -51) for talking and writing. Group one scored
2.77 (SD = 73) for traditional, 2.92 (SD = .86) for process writing and 3.38 (SD =
-65) for talking and writing. Group one started at the Iowest point, scoring at the

16' percentile in the traditional treatment, moving up to the 24' percentile for
process m*tingand finished at their highest point, scoring at the 56' percentile in
the taiking and writing treatrnent. Group two on the other hand, started at their
highest point (the 71'' percentile in the traditional treatment), dropped to the 54"
percentile for pmcess writing, and then impmved their rating to the 67' percentile
for the talking and writing treatment. (See Table 4.4 for a surnmary of the mean
results for organization.)
The data for organization indicates that there was no significance for this
measure (F(3,84)
= S92, p = .116) based on the instructional approaches used in
this study (see Table 4.5). There was also no significant effect @ = -128) for
condition by group. Once again, there was a significant main effect (p = -003)
when al1 scores (both those of group one and those of group two) were combined.

In each treatment condition, group two scored significantly higher than group one.
(See Figure 4.3 for group cornparisons in organization.)

Table 4.4. Means and Standard Deviations for Organization and Effect Size
when compared to the Pre-Test
% ile Rank

Pretest
Group One
Group Two

3O
13
17

3.30
3.00
3.53

.53
-41
.51

Traditional
Group One
Group Two

30
13
17

3.23
2.77
3.59

.73
.73
.51

Process Wnting
Group One
Group Two

30
13
17

3.17
2.92
3.35

.79
.86
.70

Talking and Writing
Group One
gr ou^ Two

30
13
17

-

3.38
3-53

Table 4.5. N O V A for Organization
Source

df

Mean Square

F

Sig. (p value)

Condition
Group
Condition x gr ou^
Error

3

.592
6.81 1
.570
.292

2.027
10.46 1
1.951

-116

1

3
84

.O03
.128

Figure 4.3. Group Cornparison for Organization
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While there was not a significant effect for condition on organization
@ = .116), there were two significant effects within the treatment conditions

based on the planned comparisons. The talking and writing instructional approach
resulted in significantly better results for organization than either the traditional
approach @ = .029) or the process writing approach @ = ,048) [see Table 4.63.
The mean results for organization followed a peculiar pattern. Alter scorïng
relatively wel1 with a rnean of 3.30 on the pre-test, performance began to &op.
Ratings went d o m to a mean of 3-23 for the traditional approach and d o m
further to a mean of 3.17 for the process writing approach to instruction. Only
when the talking and witing instructional approach was used did the students

raise their performance leveI again. (See Figure 4.4 for a cornparison of rneans for
organization.)

Table 4.6. Condition Cornparisons for Organization.

1. Pretest

3.30

2. Traditional

3.23

3. Process Writing

3.17

4. Talking and Writing

3.47

(1)ORG.

(J)ORG.

Mean
Significance* Effect % ile Rank
Di fference
Size (g)

Traditional Talk and Write

-.278

.O29

.33

63

Pro. Writing Talk and Write

-.3 19

.O48

.38

65

*Adjutment for muItiple comparisons: Least Significant Difference (LSD).

Explanation of Resultsfor Orgunizatiorr
There was no significant main effect for organization ( p = -116) under any
of the instructional approaches, With no significant main effect, it was intereshg
to note that the talking and writing instructional approach still resulted in
significantly better organization than either the traditional @ = .029) or process
writing @ = ,048)approaches when the data were subjected to the pianned
cornparisons analysis. Barnes (1995) said that "talking thus becomes a tool of
thought as well as communication" @ 2) and that taik is used to "achieve new
understandings, rnake new connections with what we already know, and

Figure 4.4. Mean Performance for Organization.

try out new ideas in other contexts.. ." @ 3). Wells (19921, as cited by Barnes
(1995), suggested that "taking helps to achieve literate thinking which trains
students to choose alternatives in problem-solving situations and take
responsibility for selecting, defining and planning as well as performing" @ 4).
Each of these ideas included notions of development and planning relative to the
presentation of ideas. By tallcing about the ideas and issues that they discovered in
the tex& EO which they were exposed, studenets could have developed a mental
constnict for how they might present those ideas in writing. Through their
discussions they could aIso have planned what details were relevant to their

presentation and where most appropriately to fit them into their h a l essays.
Neither oFthe traditional or process writing approaches offered the opportunity to
practice the verbal planning as identified by Bames (1995).
There was a significant main effect when comparing group performance
@ = .003). Group two out-performed group one under each instructional approach

when their written responses were measured for organization. For traditional
instruction, group two scored at the 71" percentile while group one ranked at the
16" percentile. For process writing, group two scored at the 54'" percentile, 30
percentile points ahead of group one. Group one came a littie closer to group two
under the final treatrnent when they scored at the 56" percentile compared to
group two's 67". The means for group one were 2.77.2.92, and 3.38 for the three
treatments compared to the means of group two which were 3.59,3.35, and 3.53.
Group two consistently responded more favourably to instruction at a lever
superior to that of group one, always performing above the 5 0 percentile.
~
Group
two demonstrated stronger organizational skills than did group one throughout the
period of instruction.

Styie
Mean performance for style covered a relatively small range. The pre-test
mean score was 3.23 (SD = -73) with group one s c o ~ agmean of 3.00 (SD =

.82) and group two scoring a mean of 3-41(SD = .62). in the traditional
instructional approach, the mean score rose slightiy to 3.30 (SD = -75) with an
effect s i x of g = .IO, placing the responses in the traditional approach at the ~4~

g = 4 2 to place them at the 30' percentile. Group two scored a mean of 3-65
(SD = .61) with an effect size of .S8 placing them at the 72" percentile. The mean
score dropped to 3.17 (SD = .70) for the process writing approach with an effect
size of g = -.08, indicating a drop in performance to just below the 50' percentile
(47'). The performance for group one was superior to that of group two for the
first tirne with a mean of 3.23 (SD = -73) with an effect size of g = O (50'
percentile) compared to a mean of 3.12 (SD = .70) and an effect size of g = -.15
(44" percentile). In the talking and writing approach the collective score for style

rose to its highest point for this measure with a mean of 3.37 (SD = .61) and an
effect size of g = .19 placing them at the 581hpercentile. The mean for group one
was 3.00 (SD = .58) with an effect size of g = -.32 placing them at the 38"
percentile, while group two scored a mean of 3.65 (SD = .49) with an effect size
of g = .58 placing them at the 72" percentile. (See Table 4.7 for a surnmary of
the means and standard deviations.)
The ratings for style indicated that not one of the instructional approaches
resulted in a significant effect (F(3,84) = . l Z , p = ,702) [see Table 4.81. The group
presentation, however, continued to show a significant main effect @ = .020). in
two of the three instructional approaches (traditional and taiking and writing), the
mean performance of group two surpassed that of group one with resultant
percentile ranks considerably higher. (See Figure 4.5 for a comparison of group
means for style.) When comparing group performances individually, group two
showed significant performance gains in the traditional approach @ = .041), h m
the traditional to the process writing approach ( p = .OIS) and again from the

~vritingto the taiking and writing @ = .003).The traditional and taiking and
writing approaches both rated as equalIy successfil in stylistic choices. Group one
showed no significant gains when cornparhg hstructionai approaches based on
means fiom one condition to the others.

Table 4.7. Means and Standard Deviations for Style and Effect
Size when Compared to the Pre-Test

N

Mean

S/D

EQéct

% ile Rank

Size(g)

Pretest

I

Group One
Group Two

30
13
17

3.23
3.00
3.4 1

.73
.82
.62

Traditional
Group One
Group Two

3O
13
17

3.30
2.85
3.65

-75
-69
.61

-0959
-.5205
S753

54
30
72

Process Wnting
Group One
Group Two

3O
13
17

3.17
3.23
3.12

.70
.73
-70

-.O822

47
50
44

Talking and Writing
Group One
Group Two

30
13
17

3.37
3.00
3.65

.61
.58
.49

O
-.1507
-1918
-.3151

-5753

58
38
72

When an ANOVA was conducted, there was also a significant main effect
for condition by group performance @ = .005).The students in the two treatrnent
groups responded in a very dflerent way to the instructional approaches. While
one group made gains in performance on measures of styIe during the process
wrïting instmctiona1approach, the performance of the other dropped (see
Figure 4.5).

Table 4.8. ANOVA for Style

1 Source

I

i

Condition
Group
Condition x Grou
Error

Mean Square
..

1

F

1

- -

Sig. (p value)

--

3
1
3
84

Figure 4.5. Group Cornparison for Style
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The collective rnean performances for style showed a blip in the upward
pattern, dipping down fiom a mean of 3.30 in the traditional approach to a Iow of
3.17 in the process writing approach. The highest collective rnean score was
achieved in the talking and writing approach.

Table 4.9. Cornparison of Means for Style

1. Pretest

3.23

2. Traditional

3.30

3. Wnting

3.17

4. Talking and Writing

3.37
-

(1) STYLE

(7) STYLE

Mean
Dlrerence

Signijkance *

Al1 cornparisons between treatment conditions for style were not significant.

*Adjutment for multiple comparisons: Least Significant Difference (LSD).

Figure 4.6. Mean Performance for Style
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Explanution of Results for Style
The explanation for achieving no significant effect for style @ = -702)
seems to me to be one of age and expenence. The subjects in this study had
already encountered eleven years of training in language use and expression. They
studied under their present teacher for their grade eleven English Language Arts
class and had been pushed and trained in language use and expression. By the
time these students arrived in grade twelve, their vocabulary might w d l have
become habituai. They were accustomed to using certain words to express
themselves and used to avoiding other words and phrases, For these reasons, the
mean scores for style al1 clustered in the very small, non-significant range.
The explanation for why the group differences continued to be significant
@ = .020) was consistent to each of the other writing categones assessed. Group

two demonstrated that they codd perfonn at a higher level in class assignments
and on each of the evaluative instruments. Once again, they bettered the other
group significantly in two out of three of their percentik rankings. Group two
scored at the 72" dercentile for style compared to the 3oh for the traditianal
approach and the 72" to the 38" for the talking and writing approach. For the
process writing approach, gmup one scored at the 50' percentile compared to
group two's 44"-This blip in performance might have been the resuIt of group one
not feeling as cornfortable expressing themselves in acceptable cIassroom
language in the 0

t h conditions and now feeling some k e d o m

to let everything

loose in the unrestricted domain of writing. The process writing approach allowed
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paper. The end result came in the form of a higher mean score for style under this
condition. Group two on the other hand had demonstrated their competence at
meeting the demands or requirements of the regular class program in every other
writing element. Being that accustorned to conforming to expectation, they rnight
not have been willing to assume any additional risks in expressing themselves.
Possibly, the freedom afforded in the process writing approach created some
confusion in what they should be saying and how they should Say it,

Mechan ics
Mechanics, or performance on the conventions of writing, came out with
much the same results as style in this study. The means for each of the test pieces
were clustered together over a relatively srnall range. The students scored a mean
of 3.63 (SD = .76)on the pre-test for mechanics. Group one had a mean of 3-15
(SD = .69) while group two attained a mean of 4.00 (SD = .61). The highest mean
for mechanics was eamed during the traditional instructional approach with a
score of 3.83 (SD = .83) which produced an effect size of g = .26, placing
performance at the 60' percentile. The mean performance of gmup one rose to
3.3 1 (SD = .85) with an effect size of g = -.42 which placed students at the 34'
percentiie, while that of group two rose to 4.24 (SD = -56) with an effect size of
g = .82 placing performance at the 79' percentile. The process writing approach

resulted in just a slightly lower mean score of 3.70 (SD = .65) producing an effect
size of g = -09 which placed performance at the 54" percentile. Group one scored
a rnean of 3.54 (SD = -66) producing an effect size of g = -.12 (45' percentile)
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g = .25 (60h percentile). The performance of both groups again dropped slightly

during the talking and writing approach with a mean score of 3.67 (SD = .92) and

an effect size of g = .O5 placing students at the 52"d percentile. Group one's mean
was 3.15 (SD = -99) with an effect size of g = -.63 to place them at the 26"
percentile, while the mean for group two was 4.06 (SD = .66) with an effect size
of g = .57, placing students at the 72" percentile (see Table 4.10).
Table 4.10. Means and Standard Deviations for Mechanics
I

1

N

Mean

S/D

Group One
Group Two

3O
13
17

3.63
3.15
4.00

-76
.69
.6 1

Traditional
Group One
Group Two

3O
13
17

3.83
3.3 1
4.24

Wciting
Group One
Group Two

30
13
17

Talking and Writing
Group One
Group Two

30
13
17

Pretest

Effect
SrZe(gl

% ile Rank

.83
.85
.56

.2632
-.4211
.8 158

60
34
79

3.70
3.54
3.82

.65
.66
.64

.O92 1
-.Il84
-2500

54
45
60

3.67
3.15
4.06

-92
.99
.66

.O526
-.63 16
S658

52
26
72

The data from the ANOVA indicated that not one of the instructional
approaches resulted in significant effects for mechanics (F(3,841 = .222, p = S00)
[See Table 4.1 11. There was also no significant main effect for the condition by
group performance @ = .068). Once again, the data indicated that there was a
significant difference @ = .O0 1) between the performances of the two treatment

conditions. In the traditional approach, group two's mean score was .93 higher
than group one's, ranking performance for this group at the 79' percentile
compared to group one's at the 34'. For the process writing approach, the gap
separaiing the means for the two groups was smaller with a difference of .28.
Group two's percentile ranking was at the 60' percentile compared to that of
group one's at the 45'. In the talking and writing approach, group two's mean
moved considerably ahead of group ones' again with a difference of .9 1. The
percentile ranks were also far apart with group two scoring at the 72" percentile
compared to group one's 26'. [See Figure 4.7 for comparison of groups; see
Table 4.12 and Figure 4.8 for condition means.]

Table 4.1 1. ANOVA for Mechanics

Condition
Group
Condition x Group
Error

3
1
3
84

.222
16.177
.689
.280

-795
13.996
2.464

.500
.O0 1
.O68

Explanation of Results for Mechanics
The conventions of writing were measured in this category. 'Rte
exphnation of the results for mechanics, 1believe, parallels that of style. The
students have read and written for over ten years. They have rehearsed
punctuation, spelling checks, grammatical structures and have, in most cases,
Ieamed how to use the conventions in a reIativeIy effective rnanner. Their age and
experience with conventions meant that there was not going to be a significant
effect @ = -500) For students doing what they have been doing for years. While

Figure 4.7. Group Comparison for Mechanics

j + ~ r o u ~ One
j- - - -Group Two

Instructional Approach

Table 4.12. Comparison of Means for Mechanics

1. Pretest

3.63

2. Traditional

3.83

3. Process Writing

3.70

4. Talking and Writing

3.67

Al1 cornparisons were not significant

*Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Least Significant Difference (LSD).

Figure 4.8. Mean Performance for Mechanics

ins tructional Approach

using a variety of forrns of writing across the three instructional approaches, each
intervention required the use of the same conventions in creating and devetoping
writing. Thest conventions are the same ones that they have used and been tested
on for yem, so students have developed such a Ievel of familiarity that no
instructional approach was going to either shake them loose from using what they
knew or inspire them to try something else,

While lhere was no significant main effect for the use ofmechanics, ihere
was an interesting pattern of performance. The traditionai approach had the

students scoring their highest mean, 3.83, and achieving their highest percentile
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very directive heuristic that guided them through a review of their early wcitten
drafts and asked pointed questions about their use of punctuation, capitalization,
grarnmar and sentence structure. It was in the traditional approach, where students
were rerninded to review what they iaew in regard to writing conventions, that
they scored the highest. In the two other instructional approaches, the students
were required to proof-read and edit their own and others' written work, however
they were not given the same clear directives to follow in that collaborative work.
For improvement that increased scores by 10 percentile points, it may well be
worth reminding students (no rnatter what the instructional approach) to check for
specific points when reviewing their final drafts in preparation for subrnission.
As in each of the other writing categories rneasured, there was a
significant effect @ = ,001) for group in regard to rnechanics. Once again group
IWO

demonstrated that their ability, in this case to use the conventions of writing,

was supecior to that of group one. They performed, on average, at the 70"
percentile, 35 percentile points above that of group one. By consistently sconng
ahead of group one, group two established that they were sirnpIy the stronger
group for the rneasures used.

Sequence of Instructional Approaches
The order in which the instructiona1 approaches were used for the two
groups did not appear to make a ciifference in their performance on the evaluated
essay. Both groups one and two achieved their highest scores in the content
category while receiving instruction in the talking and writing approach, which
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the organization category while being instructed in the talking and writing

approach. Group one achieved tbeir best scores for both style and mechanics
under the process writing approach. That result was at odds with overall resdts,
which indicated that the process wrïting approach was the least successfd in
improving students' writing overall. Group two, on the other hand, was
successh1 in both the talking and writing and traditional approaches. As there
was no consistent performance pattern when order effects were examineci, it

seems that the order of instruction did not make a significant difference in the
improvement of wrïting quaiity.

Studerr t Responses to the Study
Four students frorn the study were asked to give a response to the
instructional approaches, thematic units and any retevant ideas regarding their
writing during the study. Two students t o m the rnorning class and another two
students from the aftemon class were randomly selected for interviews (they will
be referred to as AMI, AM2, PM1 and PM2).

Al1 rour students were unanimous in identiming the process writing
instructional approach as their favourite, the one that they believed would help
h e m the most in leaming to write. The students' reasoas for selecting the process
writing approach as their favourite was aisa consistent, process wrhing allowed
them to wcite anything ihat they wanted to. The ficedom ta explore and write
about their opinions, emotions and experiences was most satisfjing. AM2 and

PMI both stated that when it came to personal expression, they didn't have to ûy
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them, they merely had to write out what they aiready knew and thought. Two of
the students identified that they believed the most important thing an instructor
could do was to make the materials relevant to their lives now. If they were drawn
in personally, couId respond personally, then they would be more inclined to
participate in the writing tasks required for the c h . hterestingly, this approach
resuited in the weakest essay responses, despite it being a favoured approach
among the students.
While al1 of the students interviewed preferred the process wnting
instructional approach, they also identified the group discussion and interaction in
the taking and writing approach as valuable. PM 1 suggested that more ideas

could be generated when students discussed the materials together. AM2
acknowledged that she might have learned a lot through the taking and writing
instructional approach because she did a11 the talking and tvriting. She was in a
group of students who were not only not willing to talk, but a group that did not
engage in tvriting, leaving a11 of the work to her. As a resdt of this problem, she
did not enjoy the talking and writing approach. Everybody needed to participate
in order to make it worthwhile for al[ the students was her recommendation. PM2
also suggested that the talking and writing approach had so much work at the end

of the semester that it did not receive as much positive response as she would
have given it had it appeared at another point in the semester, when there was not
such t h e pressure. Despite the cornplaints about the taiking and writing
instructional approach fiom students regarding tirne and group dynamics, students
obtained the hiRhest essay marks under this instructional a~prmch.

Another consistent response regarding the study was the idea that
thematic topics were more important than the instructional approach used. Some
topics were more successfiil as a result of attracting student interest. AMI, AM2
and PM1 al1 mentioned that when the materials were tme, or somehow comected
to their real-life experiences, they found making connections between texts and
assignments easier. PM2 also expressed the feeling that one of the thematic topics
was the highlight of the study for her as it generated the most interesting
discussion and writing upportunities for her.
Three of the four students identified the assignments of the traditional
instructional approach as being the least useful in developing writing skills. They
did not see how compIeting vocabulary exercises or answering questions about
texts could be helpful for writing. Those assignments seerned to function rnerely
as time-fillers, time they would rather have spent either in discussion about the
ideas or making journal entries. The one merit they perceived in regard to the
traditional approach was that it served to focus their attention on a few specific
ideas from what they were reading. This provided focus in writing the final essay
test.
Student response to the study seemed to be at direct odds to the results.
The instructional approach that was the unanimous favourite produced the Ieast
favourable outcome. Whiie the traditional approach was deemed to be bocing and
meaningless, students scored weII under that system of instruction. The
instructional approach that required the most work and interaction kom the
students resulted in the best-written pmduct. Perhaps there is a connection

between hard work and improved performance, even if the students would rather

not be doing the work.

Chapter Five Summary, Conclusions and Recommendations
Restaternent of Purpose
The primary purpose of this study was to examine which of a traditional, a
process writing and a combined talking and writing instmctional approach would
affect students' writing performance the most. This required examining the three
different instmctional approaches and analyzing their elements. This examination
attempted to identiQ any differences in student performance among the three
instructional delivery approaches and to determine which one, if any, was in fact
the best approach to use in helping students express themselves in writing.
The ftrst instmctional approach exarnined whether a more traditional
teaching approach enabled students to improve their written work. In a
transmission model, there are specific teaching strategies to address vocabulary
devetopment as well as question and answer sessions to reinforce content
comprehension. This study questioned whether or not developing those skills
helped students become better writers. The second method incorporated
extensive writing by the students. tn this approach the students wrote in a variety
of forms and had a fair level of input regarding the ideas and issues about which
they wrote. Students had the opportunity to take ownership of their work when
they participated in detemining their writing topics. The third approach
combined taiiàng with writing to give students maximum input into theü iearning.

By directing learning around the textual materiai provideci, students had control
over discussions and the direction of the writing that they employed to express
their learning.
The study attempted to determine whether or not one or another of these
instructional approaches was capable of producing higher quality written
expression. Cornparisons to identify differences in iastructiona1 effectiveness
were rneasured by student performance on a writing task. These comparisons

then suggested whether or not cettain instnictional approaches produced better
writing than others. The study created some cIear implications to determine what
instnrctionaI approaches to use in classes and how much tirne and energy to
expend in deveIoping lesson plans matching these models of instruction.

Restatement of Reseurch Questions
Using and comparing the effectiveness of three instructional approaches
gave rise to the following six research questions:
1. What was the effect of a strategy that emphasized traditionai instruction

(teacher centered) for literature over a pre-test on the measures of writing
quality (when quality was rneasured by content, organization, style and
mechanics in an expository essay)?
2. What was the effect of a strategy that ernphasized process writing over a
pretest and traditional instruction in Iiterature on the measures of writing
quality (when qudity was measwed by content, organization, styIe and
mechanics in an expository essay)?

3. What was the effect of a strategy that emphasized talking and writing over a
pretest and traditional instruction in Iitenture on the measures of writing
quality (when quality was measwed by content, organization, st$e and
mechanics in an expository essay)?
4. Were there any differences between the strategy that emphasized process

writing aione and the strategy that combines talking and writing on the
measures of writing quality (when quality was measured by content,
organization, style and mechanics in an expository essay)?
5. What was the effect on the quaIity of writing (when quality was measured by

content, organization, styie and mechanics in an expository essay) when the
sequence of instructiona1 approaches was varied fkom one group to another?
6. How do students respond when asked to consider what they considered as

effective instruction wbIe receiving the three instructional approaches?

General Observations
The study on how three instructiona1approaches rnight affect the quality

of written response revealed very few significant findings (only the area of
content showed a sipifkant effect). Finding such limited results rnay be
connected to a concem previously raised regarding the scope of this study. The
concern recognized that three-week periods for each of the treatment conditions

might be too short to generate significant resuits (Burton, 1973, and Wesdorp,
1982, as cited in Hillocks, 1986). If the students had experienced the instnictional
approaches for a longer duration, more significant results may have been realized.

A second factor that may have affected the results was the age, maturity

and experience of the subjects. The quaiity of written response was measured in

-

four evaluative categories content, organization, style and mechanics. The
subjects in this study were senior four students who had experienced a minimum
of 11 years of previocs instruction in writing. When considering that style
examines word choices and the way those words are strung together in sentences
and paragraphs to express ideas, it is nota surprise that thete was no significant

change in this area. The students had already Iearned how to use words, and
becorne familiar with what words they liked to use, so the instructional
approaches did not therefore have an effect on either their writing style or their

use of conventions.

Summary of the Effects by Condition
This study examined how three instntctional approaches affected the
quality of senior four students' writing performance when quality was measured
by content, organization, style and mechanics. The three approaches were a

naditional (transmission) approach, a process writing approach and an approach
that combined talking and writing.

Traditional (Transmission) Instructional
When the students were instructed using a transmission mode1 of
instruction, they experienced relatively good success, even if not significant.

4
'
Mean performance was 3.30 for content, the second highest, ranking at the 6
percentile- Instruction pmvided the subjects with clear directives that helped
wriiing ineir iest piece. icieas were idenGeci by ieacher-directeri quesuons anci as

a result students were abIe to create well-developed essays. The rnean for
mechanics was 3.83, placing performance at the 6oLhpercentile. The mean of 3.30
ranked at the 54' percentile for style, still ahead of pre-test performance. Only in
organization did students receiving traditional instruction drop below the 50"
percentiie, to 45, with a mean score of 3.23.OveraI1, the traditionai approach
worked quite successfully for improving the quality of students' written responses

as compared to pre-test scores.

Process Writing
The process writing approach ta instruction created the most surprising
responses fiom the students. While the Literature review suggested this approach
might yieid better results than a traditional approach, it, in fact, did not. The
students scored above the 50" percentile in only one evoluative category,
mechanics, the mean of 3.70 placing performance at the 54'hpercentiIe. In style,
organization and content, scores feIl at the 4 7 ~40'"
,
and 4Ihpercentile rank,
respectiveIy. Something about the pmcess writing approach did not capture the
students' attention or direct their focus toward improving writing quaIity. Lack of
improvement may well have been a reaction to the lack of dialogue and
discussion in cIass, something that students had grown accustomed to in previous
years ofinstnrction. Tt seems that the exclusivity of the writing approach served
more as a fmtration and discouraged the development of ideas or new ways of
presenting those ideas. it may also have been that the students took the
opportunity to explore their own ideas and feelings without considering any

approach needed some additions to lift it into a realm that would be more
productive for improving the students' writing,

Talking and Writing
The taking and writing intervention emerged clearly as the best
instructional approach for improving the quality of student's wcitten responses.
When measucing content, the ANOVA showed a significant effect ( p = .001). The
apriori pair-wise comparisons showed that taking and writing improved
performance Corn the pre-test significantly ( p = -006)as well as in companson to
the process writing approach @ = .O0 1). The mean score was 3.43 for content
with an effect size of g = .56, placing performance at the 7 1'' percentile. The
students' mean scores in the talking and writing intervention for each of the three
other evaluative categories were also al1 above the 50" percentile. in organization,
they ranked at the 63d percentile, in style at the 58" percentile, and for
mechanics, at the ~ 2 percentile.
" ~
When instruction prepares students to achieve
above the 50" percentile in every measured category, that approach must be
considered a success. Not only did students score above the 50" percentile in each
measured category, talking and writuig atso produced the highest mean scores in
three of the four measured categones. Mean performance for content was 3.43,
for organization 3.47 and for styIe 3.37, the highest scores achieved on a11 of the
tests. For mechanics, the score was in third place, only .O3 behind the second
score. The mean scores, the percentile ranks and the one significant condition

effect in the ANOVA shows that the talking and writing approach to instruction is
capable of improving the quality of students' writing.

Implications for Teaching
The results of this study do offer sorne implications for how teackrs
should approach their English Language Arts classrooms. The move toward
talking as part of collaboration between students and students and srudents and
teachers has introduced many new learning elernents, both for students and
teachers (Lunsford & Ede, 1990; Hillocks, 1971; Applebee, 1996). Students bad
the opportunity to participate in making choices about what they were studying
and how they were going to study the texts. This increased level of participation

provided students with a greater sense of ownership and control over their
learning, which, in turn, resuIted in better student performance. It is important to
note that talking does not allow the freedorn for students to converse about just
anything, they do require guidance from the instmctor so that their discussions are
in fact meaningful for learning about ideas and issues and Ending ways to express
thern effectively.
The second implication suggested by this study is that there is room for
direct instruction, in certain areas, in order to achieve specific learning objectives.
Eiernents in the traditionaVtransmission approach to instruction did offer direct
instruction, with positive results. At times, students need to be taught what types
of organizational structures are appropriate for use, and how to use them. What is
important is that teachers do not usurp direct instruction in such a way as to
,
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ideas and issues and choosing forms of expressing them. Teachers need to be
cognizant of the fact that different students may l e m ideas through different
rneans of instruction, and that sometimes direct instruction is the best way to help
thern.
A synthesis of strong points fiorn each instructional approach would

provide students with a maximum learning advantage. Teachers need to take
specific assignments that work successfiilly and incorporate them into an
instructional approach that allows both the teacher and students to be active
participants in the learning process. Teachers need to know when and how to offer
direct instruction and when and how to tap the resources, ideas and energy that
students bring with them into the classroom.

Recommendationsfor Further Research
Instructional Approaches
There were only three instructional approaches used in this study. Further
research might adapt or modifj the design of these instructional approaches,
thereby making them potentiaIIy more successful. The Iiterature review suggested
that a process approach should improve the quaiity of writing more than as found
in this study. Redesigning assignments and the order in which they were given
may allow students to make greater gains tbrough a predominantly process
writing approach. Not only might these three instructional approaches be revised,
but also othes might be placed into the mix ta determine how different
approaches fare in improving the quaiity of students' essay writing.

Thetnes
"Nature", "standing up for beliefs" and "death" were the themes used in
the instnictional units. The topics may have had some effect on student interest. It

is possible that different themes might have eIicited different performance,
Allowing students to choose topics might have given them a gresiter voice and
scnse of ownership for the study, possibIy encouraging them to participate more
keenly. Research into the role that topical themes play in students' engagement
with assignrnents and subsequent levels of performance could also direct teachers

in their ciass and instructional planning.

Tinte F r a m
The scope of this study was quite narrow. A number of issues arise fiom
this study that warrant M e r research. The short time h

e for each of the

instructional approaches has been mentioned as a concem. Increasing the
intervention penod might provide more opportunity for students to become more

familiar with each method and its underlying purpose, thereby creating the
possibility of greater gains in writing quality. Extending the instnictional time
frame would allow the students more time with the textual materials, and more
time to work and re-work ideas through greater colIaboration. Increased t h e
would aIso allow for more writing instruction and practice, thereby potentiaily
deverophg betier writing.

Participants
The subject pool was i i i t e d in this study. The classes were
heterogeneously mùred at the start of the year based on student grades in the

previous year. The classes were randomly divided into two groups, which ended
up being different sizes, one of 13 and one of 17. As the course progressed, it
becarne clear that the two groups were very different in their abiiities. Group two
was significantly stronger as shown by the ANOVA and mean performances in
each category. If the classes had been larger, or had there been a larger sample
pool from more schools, the results may also have been different, Further research
into how the make-up of a class effects the performance of its students would aIso
be interesting. Perhaps if the classes had in fact been a tme heterogeneous mix,

the goup performances might not have been significant. If there had been more
students involved in the study, the results might also have shown a different
picture.

Conclusion
Research shows that taking and writing is an effective instructional
approach for improving the quality of students' written response. This study has
shown results that support that body of research. Talking and writing is an
instructional approach that allows students to pursue their own interests, make
decisions regarding ideas and issues, take opportunities to develop their thinking
skills and processes through discussion, and take ownership for their leaniing. It is
a student-centered approach that allows students to develop their skiiis and leam
to express themselves more effectively by producing better quality writing.
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Appendices

1. Teaching Methods, Assignrnents &
Evaluation Plan for each unit
Initial Essay Test (including the list
of required readings)
Unit Tests
Essay Marlung Rubrics (Manitoba
Department of Education)
Official Communications
9 superintendent
P students
9 parents
9 markers
Interview Questions

Appendix One:

Teaching Methods
And
As signments
for each Unit

Traditional
In this method, the teacher directs the learning activities by providing
specific questions and terms for the studenr to l e m . The teacher acts as the
provider of the knowledge and Ieads the students to that knowledge by employing
the following assignments.
1. Detinition lists generated by the instnictor. Students will complete these on their

own before the instructor leads the corrections.

2. Worksheets with questions regarding the readings. The questions are instructor
generated and then led through corrections.
3. Paragraph writing on instructor identified topics reIated to the text. The instructor
will do al1 the evaluating; there wiIl be no peer editing or collaborative writing.
4. Expository Essay to be written on the therne of one of the pieces read.

Theme:

Nature

(Unit One)

(Traditionai)

Article/NoveüDramalPoem/Movie

Methodologies

Never Cry Wolf

Chapter questions
Word lists for definitions
Paragraph question
Essay question for unit

To The Brink (non-fiction)

Questions on sections read
Crossword -le
termslvocabulary

Ride the Dark Horse (short story)

Oral questions - teacher Ied
Paragraph - obstacles of nature and
man

The Shark (poetry)
The Oak and the Rose
The Burning of The Leaves

Technical Tenns & Definitions
Question sheets that require IDing
definitions
Look up authorial information
Information sheet handout with
background
Analyze poem

National Geographic Article
(May, 1987)
"At Home with the Arctic Wolf'

Essay: compare and contrast the
novei's wolrwith N.G.'s wolf expository essay

"Twister" (movie)

Question for teacher-led class
discussion: Does the movie
accurately reffectldepict the forces of
nature? C m media ever reflect
nature accurately?

Unit One: "Nature"
Traditional
Section One: National Geographic Article, "At Home with the Arctic Wolf' magazine news item
(One 80 minute class)
1. Assignment: Read the article and receive the handout on writing expository

essays. Begin outlining an expository essay in which you are to COMPARE
AND CONTRAST THE "REAL" WOLVES WITH THE WOLVES IN
THE NOVEL,Never Cry Wolf:
2. Handout - see "handouts" folder
Section Two: Never Cry Wolf - novel study (Questions and vocabulary
following)
(Seven 80 minute classes)
1. Vocabulary definitions f?om the novel - see "assignments" folder
2. Chapter questions - Complete each set of chapter questions when you have
finished reading through the assigned chapters. See "assignrnents" folder
for chapter questions.
3. Paragraph writing - Write a paragraph on 3 of the following topics:
a.
Relationships in nature
Exploitation or damage to nature
b.
c.
Stereo-types about nature
Conflict between man and nature
d.
Humour in the writing of the novel
e.

Section Three: 'To The Brink" - non-fiction
(One 80 minute cIass)
1. Crossword Puzzle - complete the 30-word puzzle - see "assignments" folder
2. Short answer questions to be done in notebooks:
a. What previous accident was the author involved in?
b. Describe what went wrong.
Describe the injuries that resulted fiom the accident in 'To The Brink".
c.
d. Why is it important to climb with a partner?
e. Name the location(s) where the story takes place.
List the steps of the rescue.
f.
g. Why do people climb mountains, according to the author?
h. Do you agree that these are valid reasons?
Which events occurred that gave the author, Joe, new hope that he
i.
would survive?

Section Four: imagery in Poetry - Poetry: 'The Shark", ''The Rose and the Oak",
and "Burning of The Leaves"
(Two 80 minute classes)
1. Technical Devices of poetry - handout to be gone over with the class,
focusing on imagery.
2. Look up biographical information on each of the authors, on the webhet.
3. Identib one simile for each poem or create two sirniles for each.
4. Answer the following question: How is imagery used in each of the poems,
and for what purpose? Write new lines of metaphors/similes/symbolsfiom
each poem.

Section Five: "Ride The Dark Horse" -short story
(One 80-minute class)
1. Paragraph writing assigrnent - Write a paragraph on the following question:
What obstacles (nahdself) did the author have to overcome to help his
liiend, Jean-Paul Levesque?
2. Teacher-led Discussion Questions:
a. Relate the title to the story.
b. What does it mean to be a hero? Coward?
c. What are typical dangers that one must prepare for when going out into
nature?
d. What other courses of action would have been possible, instead of
"riding the dark horse"?
e. Was it wise to take the risk?
Explain the personal fears and risks taken in the story.
How did the friendship develop within the story?
g,
h. What prompts action or inaction when faced with a crisis or quick
decision to be made?
1s there a type of person who would not take action?
i.
How
does society welcome heroes or reject cowards?
j.

'

Section Six: 'Twister" - movie
(Three 80-minute classes)
1. Make available the National Geographic book, Nature On The Rampage, on

the booksheifand ask students to look over the articles within.
2. Project discussion questions before the movie begins and ask students to make
notes for use later,
3. Teacher-led discussion - questions:
a. Does the movie accurately reflecttdepict the forces of nature?
b. Can media ever reflect nature accurately?

c. Why are people fascinated by movies and stories about nature?

Never Cry Wolf by Farley Mowat
Chapter Questions to be done in notebooks
Chapters 1 and 2
1. What was it about Farley's childhood that made him pursue a career, which
involved anirnals?
2. Describe the characters that influenced Farley's scientific life, as he grew
older.
3. What is scatology?
4. What was the paradox explained on page 5?
5. Paint a picture (with words) as Farley saw it.
6. What is unique about Farley Mowat's style of writing in this chapter?
7. List the supplies Farley brought with him to the north.
8. Did the pilot believe what Mowat was doing? Why or why not?
9. What is ironic about the message cabled to Mowat from Ottawa while he is in
Churchill?
10. Describe two of the superstitious stories which made the rounds regarding
wolves and their habits.
11. What was Mowat's important discovery which occurred while he was in
Churchill?

Chapter 3 and 4
What does the pilot's activity and bis first words tell us about the kind of
man he is?
How did Mowat "pull the wool" over the pilot's eyes?
What are some of the events ofthe flight which mark this pilot as a good
flier?
Where is Farley Mowat dropped of£?
Recall two funny/humorous portions of writing found in chapter 4.
What is it about the transmitter radio that typifres the govenunent, according
to Mowat's slant?
Recount the story of Mowat's encounter with the Peruvian.
How does Farley Mowat both intensifj and humourize the account of his
"first contact with the study species"? (Pages 27 to 28)
Chapter 5 and 6
1.
2.

Who is Mike?
Why does Mike pake at things with a stick and act stran~ly?[ M a t is the
real reason?)

3.
4.
S.

6.

Why did m e leave to visit bis "sick' mother?
Describe Mowat's first meeting oflwith an actual woff. (Page 36)
What is the size of a wolf print?
How does Mowat come to h d the den of the wolves?

Chapter 7 and 8
I.What is an esker? (See chapter 6, if 7 is not good enough)
2,What is a periscopic telescope?
3.How come Farley Mowat glanced about before relieving himself?
4.Did it or did it not surprise you that the wolves were watching Mowat fiom so
neat behind hirn?
5.Describe a wolf-pup.
6.How does the centuries-old myth of the wolf as a savage kiIler begin to crumble
in Mowat's mind?
7.Who ate the rnost bloodthirsty crearures of the Arctic? Manitoba in early
summer?
8.Describe Mowat's performance of staking his territory
9.How do the wolves react to the new boundaries?
Chapter 9 and 10

Do you ttiink a human could actually function properly and sleep as a woIf
does?
2,List some of the elements of George and Angelme's relationship.
3. What is another myth whicti is shattered in this chapter?
4 Describe Uncle Albert's role in this wolf family with great detail.
5 Articulate the humour* in Mowat's descriptions of mouse reproductivity as
found on page 69.
6 By what method does Angeline try to hunt ducks?
7 Another wolf legend bites the dust. What is it?
8 What is the cmde practical joke played in this chapter?
1.

Chapter 1 1 and 12
1. M a t are a few of the reasons for creating Souris a Ia Creme?
2.What is the Inuit myth concerning humans eating rnice?
3,Why is Ootek's knowledge of wolves special?
4.0ther than mice, what do the wohes eat a lot of?
S. What role does Ootek play in this rdationship with Vadey Monfat?
6Describe the ptocess a wolf goes through when catching Northem pike,
7Briefly-paraphrase Monfat's paraphrase of Ootek's taie of the caribou and wolf.
8.Which question of Varley's from an eariier chapter is answered in this chapter?

Chapter 13 and 14
1.What information about "wolf taik" is learned by Mowat in this chapter?
2.Can you believe the incredible story of Ootek's understanding where and when
the caribou would be for hunting purposes? Why or why not?
3.What are two more fairly incredible incidents of interpreting wolf language in
this chapter?
4.Parallel the behavior of the wolves in this chapter with the behavior of a family
of two parents and three children and other relatives. Wnte at least two
paragraphs. Include al1 aspects of the wolves' behavior.
Chapter 15 and 16
1.What are the differences between wolves and huskeys?

2.111your opinion, how does Farley Mowat handle the descriptions in this chapter,
of Kooa and Uncle Albert's love affair?
3.1s there another myth which is shattered in this chapter? If so, what is it?
4.What do the following hvo words mean: satiated? Braggadocio?
5.Why rnight F. Mowat have included this chapter at this particular place?
6.How has Mower built up Angeline to human proportions? How does it show in
this chapter?
Chapter 17 and 18
1.Explain the humor in Mowat's description of Uncle Albert's yelp when pounced
on by George.
2.What would you compare the wolves' frolicking to?
3.Who are the unexpected visitors?
4.Why does Mike comment to Fadey that he has maybe been here in the north too
long?
Chapters 19 to 24
Quotes - name the speaker and the context for each.
I."The caribou feeds the wolf, but it is the wolf who keeps the caribou strong."
2."It will grow in any of them, though perhaps not as well in people."
3.''Now you go back to camp and cuok our super of big steaks."
4."0ne of my trappes corne in an hour ago and he seen fi& deer down on the
ice, a11 of them killed by wolves and hardly a mouthfil of the meat been
touched."
S."Darnmit! Let's see you do better!"

-

LOO

Define the following terms:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

idyllic
quandary
traverse
meandering
demented

Answer the following in regular sentences, as earlier on.
1.Explain how the 50 caribou dead on the lake actually got there.
2.What surprise awaits Mowat as he makes his way back to Wolf House Bay?
3.How is it that the "caribou feeds the wolf, but the wolf keeps the caribou strong.
"?

4.When F. Mowat chases the wolves in his nakedness, what does he observe
about the wolf and the caribou?
5.Describe the scene where Mowat scares the Eskimos with his mask..

Unit One - Nature
Never Cry Wolf
Vocabulary Terms
Define the following tenns which appear in the chapters of the noveI. indicate the
page on which each is found and define in the context of the story use.

Ekasperated
recalcirrant
haphazard
credulity
implicit
Vanguard psyche
Austere ebullient
Somnolence
hypnotized
metabolism
expenditure
taciturn
Disconsolate
forestalled
e..cursions
ecstatic
Census epidemic

aristocratie
Imminent
apprehension
e.rtravagance
scavenge
scaroiogv
iongevity
mi1ieu
Apparition
specirnens
skeptical
convivialiry
domestic
Sinew
amorous
suitor
equivalent

bewildement
brandish
Aeronautical
irrational
fienzied
insatiable
albeit
demented
foreknowledge
Shman
linguistics
promiscrrous
paean
carnivore
Caribou
assuaged
invigorate

rampant
inexplicable
plaintively
In veigled
metamorphosed
cognizance
vulnerable
paroxysm
substantiated
arneIiorate
Haunch
patriarch
morose
credence
impetuous
animation

Unit One - Nature
'To The Brink"
Crossword Puzzle Terms:
Neve, gale, ascent, plummeted, windchill, addled, crampon, curious, accelerating,
somersault, diagonally, instantaneously, resignation, tranquility, inexorably,
crevasse, airborne, unconscious, desolate, deadweight, descent, impatient, slick,
twisted, nightmares, miracle, crimson, breath, savage, jolt, hacked, executed,
concussion, flushed, faint, exhausted, soothing, collapse, ashamed, reassure,
lonely, hypothermia, gaping, dread, fienzy, odyssey.

Nature: "To The Brink1'-
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Writine an Exuositorv Essav
An expository essay is one in which an issue or a problem is explained. Tt
might also descnbe action that could be taken to deal with the issue or
problem.

Pre-Writing
1. Carefully read your assigned essay topic to determine exactly what it is that

you are supposed to be discussing in your paper.
2. [dent@ your topic, assertion and resulting thesis statement. Topic - general
area of information about which you are writing; Assertion - position to be
explained; Thesis - a meaningful, controversial andlor defensible assertion
about your topic. The thesis should be stated in a sentence that appears
somewhere in your first paragraph (normally not your first sentence as you
need a Lead).
For example:
Topic - blood imagery in Shakespeare's Macbeth
Assertion - poet uses it to support theme of violence
Thesis - Shakespeare uses blood imagery to support the theme of violence
in Macbeth.
3. Brainstorm for ideas that support your thesis statement.
4. Organize your ideas into an outline, keeping in mind an appropriate method
or methods of developing your paragraph structure.
Wnting

An expository text consists of three main parts: the introduction, the body
and the conclusion.
The Introductory Paragraph consists of attention grabbing details [a lead
sentence (s)] that set up the main idea (thesis). The thesis is rarely the first
sentence; it must, however, be found somewhere in the opening paragraph
and is often at the end. The introduction can "hook" readers in a variety of
ways; begin with an amusing or interesting anecdote, begin with a
quotation or a paradoxical statement. Statements are better than questions.
To explain the thesis is the purpose for writing. It is the point you focus on
with supporting arguments throughout the cemainder of the essay.
The Body Paragraphs will Vary in nurnber depending on haw many
supporting arguments the writer has for their position. Every subsequent
paragraph must deal with the evidence for the thesis. Each piece of
evidence is written up in its own paragraph. Each paragraph should consist
of: (a) a topic sentence which introduces the main idea of the paragraph; (b)
a sub-topic sentence which divides the topic into its component parts; (c)
suouorting sentences which explain, describe, detail, iiiustrate or elaborate
on*&eidea; (d) closing sentence which suramarizes the paragraph; and (e) a

connector or transition sentence that connects one paragraph smoothiy to
the next.
3. The Conclusion oRen restates the thesis before moving to a general
comment about the topic. It may surnmarize the supporting arguments
before drawing conclusions frorn them. It may remind the reader of iùture
action to be taken or the significance of the position developed by the
arguments. Quotes rnay be used as closing statements. The conclusion
needs to effectively draw closure to the position taken.
Some ideas for Organization

Expository essays can be organized in a variety of ways. Following are a
few ideas: (a) chronological - presented in order of occurrence; (b) Iogcal
- presented in an order which reflects steps of logical reasoning (strong to
weak); (c) cause and effect; (d) compare and contrast; (e) thematic
explanations; (f) classification of ideas into groups; and (g) climatic.
Choose the method that works the best for your essay.
Post-Writing - Revising and Editing
Here are some ideas to consider when editing your first ciraft
Topic
1s this a topic 1am interested in and want tolcan write about?
Have 1narrowed my topic sufficiently?
Have 1 understood the expectations of the essay question?
Organization of Ideas

Can 1 point to a thesis statement? 1s it clear?
Have 1 made the thesis statement interesting?
Do my detaildarguments support my thesis statement?
Have 1used enough examples to develop my topic sufficiently?
Have 1stated rny ideas in an appropriate order?
Have 1provided a good introduction and satisfactory closing?
Are there clear topic sentences for each paragraph?
Language
Have I used the Ianguage that is appropriate for my purpose?
Have 1used language that is appropriate for my audience?
Have 1used words and expressions that produce vivid images?
Kavc: i çicdriy deîiricti iix rncaning of wonis?
Have 1avoided the use of colloquial expressions or jargon?

1s my sentence stnictwe correct?
Have 1 varied my sentences in length and structure (simple and
complex)?
Have 1used "signal words" or transitional expressions to clarify
rneaning and add unity?
Mechanics
Have 1 used a consistent verb tense throughout?
Have I used standard capitalization and punctuation?
Have I checked rny spelling carefully?
Have 1 kept a consistent subject-verb agreement?
Neatness
Can anyone else read this paper?
Final Considerations
Did 1select a suitable voice and tone for the paper?
Did I keep my audience in mind while 1 was writing?
Did I make use of a dictionary and thesaurus?
Did 1 proofiead it before handing it in?

Theme:

Death

(ünit Three)

(Traditional)
Article/NovellDma/Poem/MoVie

Methodologies
Chapter questions
Word Lists for definitions
Essay: compare and contrast the
deaths of Piggy and Simon.

Bloodfiowers (short story)

Questions on the story
Crossword puzzic
Temdvocabulary

Forenimers (non-fiction)

Oral questions - teacher led
Paragraph - How do superstitions
affect peoples views on death?

Because Death Did Not Stop for Me
Do Not Go GentIy into that Good Night
M e r Apple Picking (poetry)

Technical terms and definitions
Question sheet Identify etements in
poems
Research authorial information
Analyze poem

Take off to Disaster
(Macleans,August 7/00)

Write a letter to the Concord
Company from the perspective of one
of the following: potential passenger;
relative of deceased; pilot's
association; andior airplane
mechanic.

"Dead Man Waiking" (movie)

Questions for teacher led discussion:
Compare and contrast the deaths of
the victims and the perpetrators of
the crime (murder & execution).

-

Unit Three: "Death"
Traditional
Section One: News Item, 'Take Off To Disaster" - Macleans magazine
(One 80 minute class)
I. Assignrnent: Write a letter to the Concord Company fiom the perspective of
one of the following:
a. Potential passenger
b. Relative of a deceased
c. Airplane pilot's association
d. Airplane mechanic.

Section Two: "Forenimers" - non-fiction
(One 80 minute classes)
Teacher-led discussion - project questions for discussion ahead of reading and
encourage students to make notes for use later. The questions are:
a. Are you familiar with any superstitions related to death? Mariner's or sailor's
Lore?
b. Can these seerningly supernatural events be explained in ntional terms?
c. What superstitions are held by people in this class? Cornmunity?
d. Which vignette did you find the most convincing and captivating and why?
e. The final question is the paragraph question below (#2).
2. Paragraph writing - How would you respond if you encountered a f o r e m e r
of death in your family or community?

Section Three: Lord of the Flies - novel/fiction
(Five 80 minute class)
Word list to be handed out and completed as students read - see "handout"
folder
Chapter questions to be completed as students read each chapter - see
"assignments" folder
Paragraph writing - Wnte a paragraph on three (3) of the following topics:
Compare the deaths on the island to deaths in the war.
Is it possible to justify Simon's death as an accident?
Could the presence of an adult on the island have prevented the deaths?
Why did Roger and Jack feel that Ralph's death was necessary?
Essay Question - Expository essay assignrnent: Compare and contrast the
deaths of Piggy and Simon.

Section Four: "Bloodflowers" - Short story
(Two 80 minute classes)
Crossword Puzzle - complete puzzle d e r having read the story - see
"assignments" folder.
Questions for notebooks:
What is the story within the story?
What is the rneaning of the story within the story?
1s the warning against picking flowers borne out in the story?
What adjustments did Damy Thorsen have to make for living on BIack
Island?
Were the Poorwillys good hosts to Danny?
What does it take to make a person change their ways?
1s there any truth to the superstition that bad things happen in threes?
What do you think is the worst thing that happened in the village during
Danny's time there?
~ o u l Adel
d have said yes if Danny had asked her to marry hirn? Why or
why not?
How would you explain why the radio never worked when Damy wanted to
send a message?
Section Five: Poetry: "Because I Could Not Stop For Death", "Do Not Go
Gentle Into That Good Night", "After Apple Picking"
(One 80-minute class)
1. Technical poetic devices handout - emphasize irnagery when going over
sheet
2, Assignrnent - Find or create examples of sirniles, metaphors, and symbols
from each poem.
3. Question to answer in notebooks - How is imagery used in each poem? What
is its purpose?

Section Six: "Dead Man Walking" - movie
(Three 80-minute classes)
1. Teacher-led discussion questions:
Compare and contrast the deaths of the victims and the perpetrators of the
crime (murder and execution). Does the way a person dies make a difference to
the memorïes others have and the way in which others think of them?

Lord of the Fiies
Chapter and Section Questions

Section One: Death of AduIt Fighter Pilot, now Parachuter
(Chapter 6, p. 118 to 122; 124 - 127)
a. What is the sign which cornes down fiom the world of the grownups? Who
saw it land?
b. What is the beast? How do Sam and Eric describe it? Why is their
description so different from how the parachutist actually Iooks?
c. Does Simon believe Sam and Eric's story? How does he imagine the beas t?
d. What do the boys do about the beast from the air? What might they have
done?
Section Twu: Death of Simon, after Encountering the Parachuter
(Chapter 9, p. 180 - 190)
1. What does Simon discover about the ape-like beast? How does he fee1 when
he makes the discovery?
2. Why do you think Simon reIeased the tangled parachute lines? What does this
show you about him?

Section Three: Death of Piggy, When Bringing Clarity and Reason
(Chapter 1 1, p. 213 - 224)
I. On the way to Castle Rock, Ralph's band sets off across the beach, which is
"swept clean like a blade that has scoured". What tone is set by this detail of
setting? Can you îhink of a different simile that could describe how clean the
beach was, whiIe setting a more pleasant, cornfortable tone?
2. M a t happens when Ralph's band arrives at C a d e Rock? Should Ralph have
foreseen this outcorne?
3. How is Piggy killed? What do you think he seedexperiences right before he
dies?
4. What is meant by the narrator's statement that ''the bangman's horror clung
round Roger"? Do you think Jack and Roger are equally responsible for Piggy's
death?
Section Four: The Hunt for Ralph Results in Rescue
(Chapter 12, p. 234 - 248)
1. Sam and Eric tell Ralph that Jack has sharpened a stick at both ends. What do
you think Jack intends to do?
2. Why does Jack staa the whole area on fie? How did this p h backfire on
Jack?
3. How do Jack's boys know where to End Ralph?
4- Once Rabh starts runninp fiom his pursuers, he knows that he m u t decide
quickiy what-to do. What are his dtem~tiws?What would you do?

5. What do you think wodd have happened without aduIt intervention?
6. Why dues RaIph cry at the end of the book? How do the other boys respond?

Death: "Bloodflowers"
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Writing
In this second method, the students have rnuch more control over the ideas
with which they will be working. They are given time to write about their own
ideas during a daily joumalling time and will be highiy interactive with peer
editing and feedback for their written work. The students will engage in the
following types of assignments,
1.

Journalling on a daily basis. This is the fiee-writing part of which we
spoke. The students have 10 minutes per class (at the start) to write anything
in response to the texts that they are studying or about what is happening in
the class. This writing can serve as the jurnping-off point for other writing
assignments and as a study guide for tests.

2,

Student response to other students' writing. Al1 students write a particular
piece. It is given to another student and they write back. This can be done in
the form of letters or articles with letters of response or.. .

3. Heuristics are a senes of questions that guide a student to writing a cornpiete
piece by the time al1 is answered and will be used to direct the newspaper
style writing of articles and editorials.
4. Letters in varying forms (personal, to an editor, fonnal) and f?om various

perspectives (first person, observer, characters fiom the story).

Theme:

Nature (Unit One)

(Writing)

Article/NoveL~Drama/Poem/Movie

Methodologies
Journalling
Create series of thredfive
reports about what is
happening and the issues
related to his northem study;
have a "superior" Frorn
bureaucracy respond

To the Brink (non-fiction)

Joumalling
Write a series of letters: one
as from a member of the
expedition to a person at
home; exchange, write a
letter of response

Ride the Dark Horse (short story)
interview with one of the characters

Journalling

@oetry)
The Shark
The Oak and the Rose
Burning of the Leaves

Journailing
Re-write one of the poems into
a newspaper article. Write an
editorial response to another poem's
ideas

National Geographic Article,
May,1999
"At Home with the Arctic Wolf'
Movie ''Twister"

Joumalling
Write a script for a 10 min.
docurnentacy or movie short that
represents the forces of nature

Theme:
Two)

Stand Up For What You Beiieve

(Unit

(Writing)

I
The Cnicible

1

Methodologies
Journalling
Create a series of three-five reports
about what is happening in Salem
and the issues related to witchcraft.
Write the text of a sermon offered in
a chwch in another town regarding
the situation in Salem.

"A Retrieved Reformation" (short story)

Journalling
Interview with one of the characters

"Why I am not going to buy a computer"
(non-fiction)

Journalling
Write two letters: one supporthg
Berry's ideal of not using cornputers
and another in which you suggest
why cornputers are
irnportant/necessary.

Dulce et Decorum est (poetry)
Charge of the Light Brigade

JournalIing
Rewrite one of the poems into a
newspaper article. Write an editorial
response to the ideas found in the

other poem.
Life article, May 1999
"Columbine High School"
"The Power of One" (movie)

Questions for teacher-led discussion:
What were the causes leading up to
the death of the boy who comrnitted
suicide? How does the death of a
suicide victim compare to the other
deaths in this unit?

Heuristic Guidelines: Writing for a Newspaper
Article
You have to choose a topiclevent about which to write fmt.
Once you have done that, you need to answer six questions: who, what,
when, where, why and how. The order of those answers is not important,
how you string the ideas together is. You need to have clear connections
between the ideas and make sure you use suficient detail to create a clear
picture.
Editorial
You need to feel strongly about the idea you are writing about.
The direction of your feelings does not matter as an editorial is supposed to
have a clear bias. Again, you start by choosing a topic or issue. Ask
yourself a question about the issue - what is right or wrong with this
picture? Then go on to answer that. You still need to include the ideas of
who, what, where, when, why and how, but this time the answers to each of
those questions needs to reflect a clear bias as well as just details of the
eventfissue. You include descriptions of feelings alongside the facts.
Reviews
When reviewing something - either a book, a movie or an event
- you need to give a sumrnary of the item under review. The sumrnary
should be very brief and can be woven into the rest of what you are writing.
You must write about your persona1 reaction or response to the item being
reviewed. What was good? Interesting? Boring? Well done? Worth
mentioning? Accurate? Just plain wrong? Enjoyable? How does it compare
to other books/movieslevents? Include anything that has a relevant
comection to what you are reviewing.
Letters to the Editor Determine fiom what point of view you want to look at
something. Once you have decided that, you need to ask questions about
something that has been printed or comment that something that the
newspaper has reported. You can also d t e regarding anything that has
happened around you and you want to publicly air your thoughts and
reactions to.
From the perspective of the newspaper staff, respond to a
Response Letters
letter that has been written to you. You need to either defend the situation
or idea or agree with the writer about their point of view. Give specific
details as to the position that you are taking.
Essays
Write essays the same way that you would for an English class,
except you might want to keep them a little shorter. An essay for a
newspaper tries to explain something in more detail than an editorial does.
It might also look at a variety of angles ia creating an explanation rather
than focusine on a clear bias, Exglainiug w& sornething is the way it
islwhy something happened the way it did is the key approach to an essay.

Pictures
Any picture that you create must be reflective of some
significant event. You might have written a report about the event or just
allow the picture to speak for itself. Pictures m u t carry a caption of some
sort.
Comics
A series of drawings that tell a story. The pictures have
dialogue bubbles for the characters conversations or ideas. These can be
hnny or serious.
1s a single ûame drawing that presents an idea, and most often
Cartoon
mocks it in some way. Satire is often presented in this form.
The title for the piece of writing or drawing must be clearly
Headlines
connected to the ideas found in the piece. They appear in a bigger font and
are usually bold in appearance.
Advertising Combines a series of words and pictures or designs to highlight
a specific feature or item. It gives specific information about the item, but
not usually in sentence form. It tries to pack as much specific information
as it can into a small space. Ads try to appeal to ernotions like pride, desire
for something or they make testimonial pitches to prornote the item.

Talkine; and Writing
This third method places almost full control into the hands and min& of
the students. They will determine the scope and range of topics for discussion
and lead small group and whole class discussions on ideas and issues that they
choose. The teacher will act as facilitator, support person and initiator by
providing the assignment around which the following activities will revolve.
1.

ThinkJTalk-a-louds, think-pair-share, jigsaws, group brainstorming.. .are

al1 collaborative methods led by student ideas responding to texts. This
conversation/dialogue bappens before any joumalling is done.
7
-.

Class discussions on ideas relating to any written assignments completed

before the writing begins.
3.

Peer editing for al1 the written work. Use a variety of formats for editing

from chosen classrnates, randomly selected cIassmates, parentslsiblings...
4.

Student-teacher conferencing before, during and d e r writing.

5,

Writing assignrnents can be newspaper style articles and editorials,

paragraphs, Iiterary critique style essays or any other form of written work done in
traditional or non-traditional areas.
The approach to completing the work for this unit will be handled as a
newsroom. The final work piece will be a senes of newspapers created by the
students in the folIowing manner: The class will h c t i o n as a newsroom. There
will be a revolving series of editors in chief (there will between three or four per
day) so that each student will be in that position at least once. The editors in chief
will meet with the instnictor in the rnorning and will plan the topics, issues and

questions for discussion for that day's work. They will deal with each of the texts
utilizing each of the ideas identified in numbers one through five above. The
students will lead the discussions with their ciassrnates who will then al1 function

as the newsroom staff working on articles, editoriais, letters, essays, pictures,
advertisernents, stones, interviews and anything eise that they can plan and create
for inclusion into their final product paper. There will be an ongoing engagement
in discussion, writing, peer tditing, conferencing, more talking, dialoguing and rewriting before the final product is put together.

Theme:

Standing up for W kat You Beiieve (Unit Two)
-

-

(Talking and Writing)

Article/Novel/Drama/Poem/MoVie

Methodologies*

The Crucible
Why 1am Not Going to Buy a
Computer (non-fiction)
A Retrieved Reforrnation (short story)

Dulce et Decomm est (poetry)
Charge of the Light Brigade

Life article, May, 1999
"Columbine High School"
Movie "The Power of One"

*Sec the description of the t a k n g and writing teaching methodology under the

methods descriptions.

Theme:

Death (Unit Three)

(Talking and Writing)

ArticleMoveVDramalPoe~oVie

Methodologies*

Lord of the Flies
--

--

Bloodflowers (short ~tory)

I

Death Did Not Stop for Me (poetry)
Do Not Go Gently into that
Good Night
Afier Apple Picking
Forerumers (non-fiction)
Macleans article, August 7, 2000

"Take Off to Disaster"
"Dead Man Walking" (movie)

*See the description of the taking and writing teaching methodology under the
rnethods descriptions.

Evaluation of Each Unit
The instructor will grade the daiIy work of the students as it is completed.
It will be graded following the regular grading rubrics used in his English class.
The results of the ongoing work will not be used in the data coIlection for the
purposes of this study.
The evaluation data to be used for analysis in the study wiIl come fiom a
pre-test and the three unit tests. Each of the tests will follow the same format.
There will be a short answer section to measure reading comprehension. This
section of the test will consist of multiple choice, true and false, fi11 in the blank
and definition questions. The second part of the test wilI be a piece of writing that
is used to measure the quality of writing.
The instructor will grade the short answer sections with acceptable
responses based on a standard key. The piece of writing will be marked by a
series of two or three markers who will follow the protocol established in the
Manitoba Department of Education Senior 4 provincial exams. Each of the first
two markers will mark the piece of writing for content, organization, style and
mechanics. Each category will contribute an equal portion to the calculation of

the mark. If there is a discrepancy of only one mark in one area, the student mark
will be raised to the higher one. If there is a discrepancy of two or more in a
singie area of evaluation, or if there are two areas that have any discrepancy in
marks, the paper will go to a third marker. The third marker will have the option
of agreeing with one or the other of the first two markers in determining what the
hp.
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involvement in marking provincial exams and will therefore be familiar with the
mbric as well as the process.

Appendix 2
Pre-Test

Your Writing Task
Background: No doubt you have your own ideas about living in the country or in
a city from first hand experience, others' attitudes and literature you rnay have
studied in your classes.
Writing Task: Write an expository essay refemng to this set of readings. You
may also refer to any additional information and ideas you have gained through
classes and life experiences.

Purpose:

To explain the advantages of country living as opposed to city
living

OR
to explain the advantages of city living as opposed to country
living. What relationship exists between the two?
Audience:

Your Engiish teacher

Length :

Guideline suggestion is for between 300 and 400 hundred words.

You will be marked using the following scale:
Content
Organization
Style
Mechanics
The students were given a package of textual materials that incIuded the
following the pieces:
"For Better or Worse" by Lynn Johnston (cartoon strip)
"City Life" by D. H. Lawrence (poem)
"Making Cities Work" by William Thorsell (essay)
"Conversations about the Weather" by Ted Stone (short story)

Appendix 3 :
Unit Tests For
Nature,
Standing up for your Beliefs,
and

Death

Unit One Test -"Nature"
Name:
Instructions: Place al1 your answers on the answer sheet provided.
Section One: Multiple Choice
What role is played by the wolf narned "George"?
protector
uncle
father
baby-sitter
The purpose of Farley Mowads visit to the north was to
frnd material for a new cook book.
provide Inuit with govenunent work opportunities
investigate the life habits of canis Lupus
do field studies in anthropology
The caribou skeletons around the cabin were
the result of wolve's carnage.
the remains of Inuit hunts.
actually the skeletons of husky dogs.
the results of a diseased herd.
Attempting to understand the diet of wolves, Farley
drank three gallons of tea.
Invited the Inuit over for dinner.
Cut open the stomachs of dead wolves.
Ate mice himself.
The death of Angeline was caused by
bone marrow disease.
Fighting another wolf pack.
Hunters flown into the area for sport.
ingesting scats.
The Inuit women who saw Farley m i n g naked over the mdra
chased him into the herd of caribou.
Thought this was a "white man's ritual" for hunting.
Looked the other way.
Thought he'd lost his rnind.
Farley's childhood expesiences suggested he wodd do well to pursue a
career in
a.
aeronauticai engineering.

gourmet cooking.
biology.
Anthropology.
Joe Simpson had previously
broken his leg on a mountain
climbed three of the world's highest peaks.
SoIoed Annapuma.
Worked as a mountain climbing guide in Switzerland.

In which country did Joe Simpson's second clirnbing accident happen?
Peru
Equador
Nepal
Switzerland
IO.
a.
b*
C.

d.

II.
a.
b.
C.

d.

The prospect of being lowered d o w the mountain-side
caused both climbers to rise excitedly to the challenge
brought on the fear of imminent death.
Caused Joe to panic.
Caused Mal to panic.

The story, "Ride the Dark Horse" takes place in
Northwest Temtories
Northern Manitoba
Quebec
New Brunswick
The largest obstacle the nacrator had to overcome was
his own fear.
His previous rescue failure
The bears on the river bank
The fish hook in his eye.
How did the workers at the dock feel about the rescue attempt?
respecthl
sympathetic
anw
apathetic

The description of the shark rnakes him appear
e ffortless
dangerous
clumsy
near death

15.

What is the common theme found in each of the poems studied in this

unit?
a.
b.
c.
d.

Unity between the elements of nature
conflict between forces of humanity and nature
differences between flora and fauna
the essence of nature

16.

a.
b.
c.
d.
17.

a.
b.
c.
d.

Wolves found in the far North
are less camivorous than at fmt thought
have only attacked a few humans
have no fear of humans
al1 of the above
Hunting tactics practiced by the wolves involve
Ruming in single file
barking for help
working together to capture prey
none of the above

What attitude toward wolves is prornoted by the National Geographic?
fear
hatred
mystery
respect
What prompts weather scientists to chase tornadoes?
childhood experiences
curiosity
search for knowledge
al1 of the above
noue of the above
Movies of this genre attract huge audience attention because
Hurnanity is drawn toward the t h d l generated by f e u
they show the mysteries of nature.
Govements have thrown fidi support into W m g nature films.
They are thoroughly fabricated stories.
Section Two: Short Answer
1. IdentiFy two (2) features of the wolves From each of the novel and the
National Geographic artide.

2. Explain the major decision the narrator had to make in "Ride The Dark
Horse".
3. Explain one image fiom nature in the poem, 'The Buming of The Leaves".
4. List four (4) of the steps taken to rescue Joe, in the story 'To The Brink".

5. Which of the four (4) steps in question #4 was the most crucial for the success
of the rescue?"
6. IdentiQ two (2) myths regarding wolves that were shattered by Mowatt's
research.
7. Explain the cause of the Iargest nwnber ofdeaths to the caribou in Never Cry
Wolf.

8. Describe the change in attitude that Mowatt has toward the wolves fiom the
beginning to the end of the novei.

9. Explain the reason that the scientists offer For foltowing the storm, in the
movie, "'ïwister".
10. With references to the texts studied in this unit, identify six (6) Forces found in
nature.

Section Three: Essay
1s it necessary for humanity to conquer nature in order to survive? In an
expository essay answer the question in a minimum of 300 words.

Unit Two Test -"Standing Up For What You Believe"
Narne:
Instmctions: Place al1 of your answers on the answer sheet provided.
Section One: Multiple Choice
Why does Abigail have a hold on John Proctor?
She was pregnant with his child
he still Ioved her deeply
she had an affair with him
she had been his maid
A central theme in The Crucible is
Communism does not work.
Guilt by association
Witches exist in al1 societies
Good afways conques evil

Elizabeth Proctor is arrested because
a poppet was discovered in her house.
She could not recite the ten commandments.
She read strange books in the evening.
AH of the above.
Giles Corey was found guilty of being a witch and
Was hanged
Was fined heavily
Was whipped and placed in the town's stocks
Was pressed to death
John Proctor dies with dignity because
He wiil not lie to Save himself.
Elizabeth cannot convince hirn otherwise.
His executioners allow him his final request.
None of the above.
What started the witch hunt in Salem?
Tituba admit5 to being a witch.
A witch is seen flying over a barn.
A bunch of young girls were caught dancing in the woods.
The k t a n religion was idealiy suited to fearmongering
What clairn does John Proctor rnake about his wife in court?
That she was a cold-hearted woman.
That his wife was incapable of teliing a lie.

That his wife always went to church.
That he wanted to trade piaces with her.
Why did Mary :Warren not confess her role in the narning of witches?
She believed she was doing the right thing
She hated John Proctor.
She was a h i d of Abagail.
She h e w about the affair.
What is WendeIl Berry's best reason for not buying a computer?
Costs too much
Takes up valuable space
He's too old-fashioned
It doesn't improve his writing
To what values does Wendel1 Berry contrast the worth of computers?
Peace and economic justice
Ecological health and politicai honesty
Family and community stabihty
Al1 of the above
None of the above
One respondent accuses Berry of
Being old-fashioned
Being close-minded
Taking advantage of his wife
Writing the article condemning computers on a computer

Jimmy VaIentine gets out of jail because
He has done his time.
Government oficials give him a pardon
He manages to escape
He makes a deal with the warden.
Jimmy went to jail because
He was a bank robber.
He was a counterfeiter
He was a kidnapper.
He was fiamed.
What tumed Jimmy into an honest man?
He could make more rnoney in an honest fashion
reaIizing a Me of crime did not pay
having done time in jail
true love

In what tone does the wrîter say, "dulce et deconun est"?
in an ironic tone
In a supportive tone
in a bitter tone
In a tone of idealism
Why did the light brigade charge hto the valley?
Because they always followed orders
Because they beIieved they could win
Because they didn't know what faced thern
al1 of the above
One of the reasons for violence in today's youth, according to
psychologists, is that
Their parents spend very litde time with thern
Expectations are too high
They want to be heroes in the news
they watch too much violent television
Why did Rachel Scott die?
She professed a belief in God
She was a member of an opposing clique
She had mocked the boys on vaxious occasions
She was a jock
This story of apartheid takes place in
Alabama
Rwanda
Brazil
none of the above
The "Power of One" suggest the idea that
Al1 people are equai
Ail people have the right to an education
Boxers tend to become Leaders
People should have inter-tacial reLationships
Section Two: Short Answer
11. Explain John Proctor's opinion regarding the motives behind the accusations

of witchcraft in Salem.
12. Identify two (2) choices Jimmy Valentine made in the story, "A Retrieved
Reformation".

13. Identify the attitude of the speaker of the poem, "Dulce et Decorum est".
14. List two (2) examples of people standing up for what they believe h m the

article, "CoIumbine High School".
15. List four (4) reasons that couId lead to a person's arrest in The Crucible.

16. Explain what precipitated the trouble in Salem.
17. Explain what the boy was attempting to accomplish in Pretoria.

18. Expfain why the cavaIry decided to follaw the order to make their change into
the valley in "Charge of the Light Brigade".
19. List three (3) reasons not to buy a computer, according to the author, Wendel1
Berry.

20. Outline two (2) reasons why readers disagreed with Wendell Berry's not
buying a computer.

Section Three: Essay
Write an expository essay in which you discuss the difference that people make
when they stand up for what they believe. Write a minimum of300 words.

Unit Three Test - Death

Name:
Instructions: Place yow answers on the answer sheet provided.
Section One: Multiple Choice
The cause of Simon's death was
B loodlust
accidental
ritualistic
premeditated
The main purpose for setting the isIand on fire was to
Attract the attention of passing ships.
Flush out the pigs.
Destroy the beast on the island.
To hunt a member of the other tribe.
Piggy's death symbolized
the hope of being saved.
the end of reason.
The final triumph.
None of the above.
What did Simon discover on the mountain just before he was killed?
The snake things.
A view of a ship in the distance.
The beast.
A dead parachutist.
Why was the destruction of the conch at the same time as Piggy's death,
appropriate?
It was a loss of innocence.
The conch symbolized order.
They were both accidental.
Al1 of the above.
From what ailment did Mr. PoorwilIy sufkr?
pneumonia.
bronchitis.
appendicitis.
arthntis.
What was the result of picking bIoodflowers?
You found a giri's affection.

You bring bad luck upon yourself.
You brougbt the ffower one step closer to extinction.
You could make a poultice to cure al1 ailments.
With what did Danny never have any luck?
Contacting the mainland by radio
Teaching the school children.
Getting to know the community residents.
Getting it on with Adel.
Why did the isianders want to keep Danny on the island?
He reminded them of a famous Song.
He was such a good teacher.
He was needed to break the cycle of bad luck.
Al1 of the above.

"After Apple Picking", by Robert Frost, is a metaphor for
harvest during Fa11 in mral farmland
choosing a direction in life.
Facing death at the end of a long life.
The economics of f m i n g in the US.
What symbol is used to portray death in Ernily Dickenson's poem?
The grim reaper
A black flag
The ace of spades
A carriage
What did Dylan Thomas want of his dying father?
A fina1 blessing.
A greater share of the inbentance.
The postponement of his death.
To ûade places with him.
Foremnners are considered to be
Supernaturd warnings of approaching events.
Gifted prophets.
Visionaries whose ideas are ahead of their times.
A vining plant that grows on graves.
A forerunner may appear in the f o m of
An apparition
Long-lost relatives
The town's most educated folk.
Al1 of the above.

People's beliefs about death fiequently contain
Notions of an after-life
superstition
fear and faith
al1 of the above
What observation about the Concord did people on the ground make?
A plume of flames
A tire had exploded
Glass windows expIoding
A ten-meter tear in the fiiselage
Tragedies Like this cause people to
Stop flying
Launch massive lawsuits
Feel close to comptete strangers
al1 of the above
The young actor's deaîh was caused by
An overdose
Parental pressure
depression
fear of failing to perform in SCho01
This movie is unrearistic because
Teachers teach more than five or six lessons
Wealthy children do not feel pressure from parents
Boys would never meet to read poetry
al1 of the above
none of the above
How did the parents cope with their son's death?
denial
recognition of their son's right to act
displaced the bIme to another person
created a scholarship for students of performing arts
Section Two: Short Answer
21. Explain six (6) reasons people died in the texts studied for this unit.

22, State a reason that Jack and Roger wanted to kill Ralph.
23. Identifv the problem that witrtesses on the ground obsenred on the Concord
before it crashed.

24. Explain Dylan Thomas's advice to bis father.
25. Identify the purpose of a "forerunne?'.
26. Describe two (2) ways in which the suicide in "Dead Poet's Society" impacted
the schooi.

27. Explain the meaning of the h e , "death did not stop for me", in the poem
titled with the same Line.
28. Identify the reason the istanders wanted to keep Danny ThUrsen fiom Leaving
the island.
29. List two (2) ways in which the deaths of Simon and Piggy were different.
30. Explain the irony in Jack's and Roger's attempt to murder Ralph.

Section Three: Essay
1s there ever a right time or place to die? Respond to this question in a minimum
300 word expository essay.

Appendix Four

(Manitoba Department of Education:
Senior Four ELA )

Content
The evaluation category Content assesses how thoughtfully and effectively,
within the form of the assigned writing task, the writer:
comrnunicates and integrates ideas (information, events, persepectives...)
appropriate to the writing task;
includes details (facts, evidence, anecdotes, examples, descriptions,
characteristics...) to support, develop, or illustrate ideas; and
uses references to support and clarifi hislher own ideas.

LeveI Five - Excellent:
O
ideas are perceptive and well-considered
details are consistently significant and precise and they enhance w-riter's
ideas
O
references enhance writer's ideas and details
Level Four - Proficient:
ideas are thoughtful and go beyond statements of the obvious
most details are relevant and purposehl and they clarifj the writer's ideas
references support and connect logically and directly to ideas or details
Level Three - Satisfactory:
ideas are clear but may be obvious and predictable
detaits are generally appropriate and connected to the writer's ideas
references support and connect logically and directly to ideas or details
Level Two - Lirnited:
ideas are limited, discernible, but rnay be overgeneralized
details may be few, repetitive, not clearly relevant, or only superficially
related to writer's ideas
references are o d y somewhat connected to ideas or details
Level One - Poor:
a
ideas are indiscernible
details are scant, imprecise or absent
references are not connected to ideas or details

Organization
The evaluation category Organization assesses how clearly and effectively, within
the context of the writing form, the writer:
orders and arranges ideas, details and paragraphs;
creates an effective opening or introduction;
I
estabtishes and maintains focus and coherence;
uses transitions; and
provides effective closure.
Level Five - ExceIlent:
the writing demonstrates a skiliful and effective order and arrangement of
ideas and details
the opening is strong and invites M e r reading
I
Focus and coherence are consistentiy maintained, both ovedl and within
the various parts
transitions are smooth and polished
closure is effective, consistently reinforces unity and coherence, and may
introduce a broadened context
Level Four - Proficient:
the writing demonstrates a planned and purposehl order and arrangement
of ideas and details
the opening is clear and provides direction
O
focus and coherence are maintained
O
transitions are varied and effective
closue assists unity and coherence
LeveI Three - Satisfactory:
the writing demonstrates a clear order and arrangement of ideas and
detaiIs
the opening provides some direction
focus and coherence are generally maintained
transitions are generally present but may be mechanicd
ciosure coniributes to unity to some degree
Level Two - Limited:
the writing demonstrates a discemible but weak or inconsistent order and
arrangement of ideas and details
the opening provides M e direction
focus and coherence are weak or inconsisteot, A focused controlhg idea
is lacking or is not maintained in the deveiopment of the composition
transitions are repetitive or generalIy Iacking
O
ciosure is weak and üoes not conmïute to unity

Level One - Poor:
the writing demonstrates an unclear or haphazard order and arrangement
of ideas and details
the opening, if present, does iittle more than repeat the writing task
O
focus and coherence are lacking
O
transitions are rnissing
O
closure is unco~ectedor missing

The evaluation category Style assesses how effectively the writer:
chouses vocabulary (diction);
4
arranges words, p h e s and sentences, and integrates quotations and
references (syntax);
establishes and maintains a persona (voice); and
engages the reader (audience)
Level Five - Excellent:
Language choices contribute tu a skif~uul,fluentand conjîdenr composition.
diction is precise
syntax is effective and sometimes polished. Quotations or references are
fluently integrated.
voice is clear, consistent and strong
engagement with the audience is strong
Level Four - Proficient:
Language choices contribirre to a considered and competent composition.
diction is specific and effective
syntax is generally effective, and quotations or references are well
integrated
voice is generally ckar and consistent
relationship with audience is established and sustained

Level Three - Satisfactory:
Langzrage choices contribute to a convenrional composition.
diction is adequate but may be Iacking in specificity
syntax is generdly straightfoward. Attempts at more complex stnrctures
may be awkward. Quotations or references are sornewhat intepted.
voice is pxesent, but may no&be fully sustained
relationship with the audience is estabIished but not fùlIy sustained
Level Two - Limited:
Language choices are iimited and contribute tu a weak composition.
diction is imprecise or inappropriate
syntax is liequently awkward or immature, integratioo ofquotations or
references is awkward
voice is not readily apparent or maintained
relationship with the audience is weak
Level One - Poor,
Langrrage choices are inadequate.
O
diction is overgeneralized or inaccurate

syntax is confusing uncontrotled. Quotations or references are not
integrated
voice is absent and relationship with the reader is not established

The evaluation category Mechanics assesses how clearly and effectively the
writer applies the conventions of language for:
sentence construction;
grammarandusage;and
spelling, capitalization and punctuation.
LeveI Five - ExceIlent:
The writing demonstrates an ercellent command and control ofthe conventions of
langrrage.
Level Four - Proficient:
The writing demonstrates a solid control of the conventions oflangtmge.
Level Three - Satisfactory:
The writing demonstrates a general controi ofthe conventions of language.
Level Two - Limited:
The writing demonstrates a limited or inconsistent grasp of the convenrions of
language.
Level One - Poor:
The Miting demonstrates an elementary grasp of rhe conventions oflanguage.

Appendix Five

Official Communications (Letters)
And
Consent Forms

>

Superintendent
Parents
Students
Markers

Paul Reimer, Landmark Collegiate
Mark Reimer, SRSS
Gilbert Unger. Superintendent of Hanover
John Peters; Assistant Superintendent of Hanover
Hanover School Division
Box 2170
Steinbach, MB ROA ZAO
September 13,2000
Mr. Gilbert Unger and Mr. John Peten;
We are writing this letter as a follow-up to a conversation that took place last June benveen Paul
Reimer and John Peters, regarding the completion ofa study in Landmark Collegiate to be used as
data collection for Masrers degrees for both Mark and Paul. Both of us are currently in our "thesis
year",and are planning to complete a joint study in order to collect the data necessary to write our
sepmte theses. We are reques~gpermission frorn you ro run the srudy during November,
December and January, in the nvo 40s Core ELA classes at Landmark Collegiate.
The study would address reading comprehension and quality oFwrinen response in the classraom.
Our research study would compare ihe resdts achieved through the use of different
methodologies, al1 of which are cum'culum-appmved and support the curricuIurn's desired
"generaloutcornes". At the end of nine weeks al1 students would have received the identical fonns
of instruction and content. By using this study design, no student would be at an advantage or
disadvantage cornpared to hiuher classrnates. Students would be invited to pm*cipatein the snidy
on a voluntary basis, indicaung thcir willingness to take part by compIeting a persona1 and
parental consent fonn. Students choosing not to be part of the study would still smdy the exact
sarne materials, write the sarne tests, and complete the same assignments, as these units are a
reguIar part of the course requirernents, but their results would not be entered a s part of the damcollection for the study. No student would be identified in the snidy in any way nor would any
student's academic record be j e o p a d i d either by being included or choosing to opt out of the
study.
The three units of study are units that were developed in thii course and have been taught for a
number of years.The difference is that one unit wiIl involve a traditional approach to teaching
reading comprehension, while the other nvo units will be based on Thompson's and HilIockst
models ofteaching, which reflect a higher degree of student-centered tak and writing
assignments. Pau1 wiIl deliver the instruction and supervise the testing, while Mark will evaluate
and coIlect the data from the essays. The resuIts of this study, to be pubiished at the University of
Manitoba, wiII be analyzed and made available to you and any interested parents or students who
were piuticipants in the study.
We would ask that you consider this request and then Iet us know as soon as possible of your
decision, so that letters of invitation could be sent to each of the grade 12 srudents at LCI,before
the end of Septernber. PIease contact either of us at our respective schooIs if you have any
questions or concems regarding this matter.

Pau1 Reimer and
Mark Reimer

CC: Dr. Stanley 8. Straw, U ofM (advisor); Ken Klassen, hincipal at L a .

Parents and students of:
Grade 12 Core ELA
Landmark Collegiate
November

,2000

Dear parentslguardians and students of Mr. Paul Reimer's 40s ELA classes;
Both Mark Reimer, an English teacher at the Steinbach Regional
Secondary School, and myself, the senior English teacher here in Landmark, are
currently in their "thesis year" ofstudy at the University of Manitoba. To
complete the requirements for a Master of Education program, we are required to
complete a research study and have chosen to conduct this study in the 40s ELA
classes at the Landmark ColIegiate during November, December and January.
We are writing this letter to g&e some exilanation of the study and then to invite
your child's voluntary participation.
The study will address reading cornprehension and quality of written
response in connection to three different teaching delivery methods. Three units
of study have been developed for delivery in this course. Textual materials fiom
each unit have been used in previous years' instruction, as have the delivery
methods. What makes these units unique fiom previous instruction is the way in
which the textual materials have been combined with the delivery methods. Ëach
three-week unit focuses on two specific methods of delivery. ~ a c class
h gmup
will receive the identical material, however it will be delivered by varied methods.
At the end of the nine-week study, al1 of the students will have received the
identical instruction and exposure to material, the onIy difference will be the order
in which they receive the dehery methods. No student will gain an advantage or
experience a disadvantage as a result of being in the classroom for the duration of
the study instruction. Al1 delivery methods and assignments being used in this
study are consistent with the expectations described in the general outcomes of
the provincial ELA curriculum. As the instruction is part of the regular ELA
program, al1 students will remain in the class, receive the same instruction and
complete the same assignments, regardiess of participation. At the end of each
unit of instruction, there will be a two-part test. The fit part will consist of short
answer questions to deal with reading comprehension andthe second part will be
an essay, to deal with the quality of written response. Students will write an
additional essay at the start of the study to serve as a comparison piece.
Paul Reimer, the teacher who will deliver the instruction, will explain the
study purpose and design to the students in the class. Upon receiving a verbal
explanation of the study, with opportunities to ask any questions, students will be
invited to participate in this study on a voluntary basis. Due to the design of this
study, pa&cipation requires only that students &d parents agree to alIow the
of blind markers evaiuating ihe test pieces. The resuh on each -&it test will be

cumpared to determine whether or not the t e a c h g method effects the level of
reading comprehension or qudity of written response. So, voluntary participation
means that your child's marks will be used in the comparison of the resuh Frorn
each delivery method. At the bottom of this tetter is a "Return" portion on which
both the student and parentdguardians indicate their consent for the child's
participation. If a student is under the age of 18 years, the signed consent of both
the student and parent is required before any marks will be used in the study. If
the student is 18 years of age, they may sign their own consent form and return it
to the school, The signed portion of the Ietter must be returned to Paul Reimer at
Landmark Collegiate.
If the student, and hidher parentslguardians have agreed to have their
results included in the study, and then at a Iater date, for any reason, change their
mincis about participation in the study, they are welcome to do SU. Withdrawal
from the study can be done without penalty at any tirne. In order to withdraw, the
student needs to complete a study withdrawal form, which will be available in
both the cIassroom and in the school office. An example of the form is shown
below. Both the student and the parents/guardians for students under the age of
18 years must sign the withdrawal form. Students over the age of 18 may sign
their own withdrawaf forms.
The data for this study will be collected by the end of January, when the
semester ends. The analysis of the marks will be conducted during the spring
months, with the final results being available by the end of the school year (June)
at the latest. Upon completion of the data andysis, a copy of the results will be
made available to any interested student andor parent/guardian. If you know that
you wouid like a copy of the resuIts when they becorne available, please check the
appropnate box on the consent portion to be retumed to the school. When the
results become available, there will be a notice to that effect placed in the school
newsletter. This notice will idorni parentdguardians of when and where they
may pick up a copy of the results or how to request a copy to be sent out to them
if they did not already indicate their wishes on the consent fom. The data of the
study will be presented in Ietter form, comparing the marks achieved under each
of the teaching methodologies dong with any conclusions arrived at as a result of
this study. There will aIso be a short evening reception at the Landmark
Collegiate where Paul Reimer and Mark Reimer will be availabte to discuss or
offer additional exphnation regarding the study, the data collected, the
conclusions or any other aspect of interest h m the students or parentdguardians
represented. Thz date of that reception will also be identified in the school
newsletter at îhe appropriate time.
Please consider your (child's) participation in Ihis study and retuni the
2000. If you have any
consent form by the date indicated, November
questions or concerns about this study, please do not hesitate to contact either of
Paul (355-4020) or Mark (326-6426) at our respective schoois, or you may
contact our study advisor, Dr. Stanley Sûaw, at the University of Manitoba (204474-9074).

RespectMy submitted,

Paul Reirner and
Mark Reimer.

Teaching Methodologies and Reading Comprehension
Teaching Methodologies and Written Response
Study Participation Consent Form
Please complete this form with appropriate names and signatures to show your
willingness to participate in the previousiy descnied study being conducted in the
40s ELA classes at the Landmark Collegiate. Please return this signed form to
,2000.
Paul Reimer by November
1,
(student's name), arn wiIling
to allow my unit test marks to be included in the data collection for the above
described study. I may change my mind and withdraw, without penaIty, by
completing a withdrawal form (like the one below) at any tirne before the
conclusion of the study.
W e , the parentslguardians of the above narned student, also consent to
the inclusion of our child's marks in the data collection for the above described
study. W e may change our mind about hisher participation at any time, for any
reason, and withdraw hisher participation by completing a withdrawal forrn (like
the one below) and returning it to the school at any time before the conclusion of
the study.

Signature of student

Signature of parentlguardian
Date:
If you would like to receive a surnmary of the study results please complete the
section below:
Name:
Address:

1would like the results summary mailed to me.

I would like the results summary given to my child at school to deliver to

me/us.

Withdrawal form:
1,
(name of student/parent/guardian)
would iike to withdraw, without penalty, from having my results used in the study
being conducted in the 40s ELA classes at the Landrnark Collegiate.

Signed:
Date:
Paui Reimer, Landmark Collegiate

Mark Reimer, SRSS

Guidelines and Instructions to Markers
Regarding Student Disclosures
We are legally responsible to report certain disclosures made by any
student in their written work. If you corne across any direct references or
inferences to abuse of any sort (sexual, physical, ernotional, psychotogicaI),
expressions of fear about dangers the student may be facing or their intentions to
commit harm to themselves or to any others, it is necessary to irnmediately report
this to the researchers and other appropriate authorities. Please foUow these steps
in rnaking the report:
1.

Remove the paper in question fiom the package of other papers and place

it in an envelope. IdentiQ the cause of the concem leading to the report and
where in the paper the disclosure is found.

2.

Immediately contact the researcher, Mark Reirner, by phone (204326-

6922) and inform him of the discovery. IdentiQ the student number on the paper
involved. Make arrangements to retum the paper in question to Mark Reimer as
soon as possible.
Upon notification of the concem, Mark Reirner will do the following:
1.

NotiQ the classroom insûuctor, Paul Reimer, of the discovery of a

disclosure in the written text. inform him as to the nature of the concem raised.
2.

Retum the paper to Paul Reimer irnrnediately upon its retum at which time

it will be examined by Paul Reimer and his principal, Ken Klassen (Landmark
Collegiate institute) and appropriate action will be taken.
3.

Enform the marker of the action that has been taken to ensure they are

aware that appropnate action was taken in response to their identified concem.

Appendix Six
Student Interview Questions

Interview Questions

These questions are to be asked of four randomly selected individuals at
the end of the study. The interviews will be taped and transcribed. The questions
to be used in the interview are as follows:
1. What elements in each unit, if any, did you find the most helpful when

writing?

2. What elements in each unit, if any, did you not find helpful when writing?
3. Describe which unit of instruction you enjoyed the most. What did you like
about it?
4. Describe which unit of instruction you enjoyed the least, What did you not

Like about it?
5. Were there specific things that your instructor did that helped your writing in

any way?

6. What do you think is the most important element for teachers when they
instruct students in writing?
7, Was that element evident in any of the units?

